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Abstract of JP 9206309 (A)

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a high

frequency incision device for an endoscope which

can be inserted into a channel or a human body
more easily and can be used effectively.

SOLUTION: A wire lumen, a multi-purpose lumen
17b, and a reinforcing lumen 17c are formed in a

sheath 1 5 which can be inserted into a channel for a
treatment tool of an endoscope. An
electroconductive wire for incision treatment can be
inserted into the wire lumen. The multi-purpose

lumen 17b is used for insertion of a guide wire or

injection of liquid, etc., and a reinforcing wire 18 is

inserted into the reinforcing lumen 1 7c to reinforce

the sheath 15 which is too soft. The reinforcing wire

18 is inserted from the base end of the sheath

through just in front of the base edge of the top end
15d of the sheath.; With this reinforcing wire 18, the

device can be inserted into a channel for a treatment

tool, etc., more easily, and the incision treatment

using a knife part 20 can be conduced more easily

because the top 15d of the sheath remains soft

enough.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1]Two or more lumens Installed towards an axial center direction in a sheath body of an

electric insulation sheath which can insert in inside of a treatment tool insertion channel of an

endoscope are formed, A reinforcement lumen which provided a reinforcing member for

reinforcing said sheath body by a conductive wire lumen and other at least one lumen in which

a conductive wire is inserted by one lumen is formed, respectively, and. Said conductive wire

is drawn from a wire derivation port formed in a peripheral face near the tip part of said sheath

body by outer side of said sheath body, In a high frequency incision device for endoscopes

with which a l<nife part for high frequency incision is formed in an outer side of said sheath

body in said conductive wire of an exposed part, A high frequency incision device for

endoscopes providing said reinforcing member in the range of from [ near the base end of said

sheath body ] up to near [ said ] the wire derivation port by the side of a base end.

[Claim 2]Two or more lumens installed towards an axial center direction in a sheath body of an

electric insulation sheath which can insert in inside of a treatment tool insertion channel of an

endoscope are formed, A reinforcement lumen which provided a reinforcing member for

reinforcing said sheath body by a conductive wire lumen and other at least one lumen in which

a conductive wire is inserted by one lumen is formed, respectively, and. Said conductive wire

is drawn from a wire derivation port formed in a peripheral face near the tip part of said sheath

body by outer side of said sheath body. In a high frequency incision device for endoscopes

with which a knife part for high frequency incision is formed of an exposed part of an outer side

of said sheath body in said conductive wire, Provide said reinforcing member in the range of

from [ near the base end of said sheath body ] up to near [ said ] the wire derivation port by the

side of a base end, and. When a sheath of a portion which provided said reinforcing member is

bent, rather than flexing resistance along the 1st flat surface that connects a medial axis of

said sheath to said knife part, and is formed. A high frequency incision device for endoscopes

http://www4.ipdl.inpit.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje?atw_u=http://www4.ipdl.inpi^ 10/28/2009
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having biased said reinforcing member and providing it to a medial axis of said sheath so that

it may pass along a medial axis of said sheath and a direction of flexing resistance along the

2nd flat surface that turned to said 1st flat surface perpendicularly may become large.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

IThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the lnvention]lt passes through this invention, it is endoscopically inserted into the

abdominal cavity, and relates to a body tissue and the high frequency incision device for

endoscopes which cuts a duodenal-papilla sphincter muscle open according to the high

frequency current especially.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]There is a high frequency incision instrument indicated by JP,5-

7597,A and JP,5-68685,A. Such a high frequency incision instrument is what exposed the

conductive wire inserted into the lumen of a tube to the external wall surface of the tube tip

part, and formed the knife part. By pulling a conductive wire by operation by the side of a hand,

a tube tip part is incurvated to an arc shape, a knife part is pressed against a treated area, and

the high frequency current cuts it open. Such a high frequency incision instrument uses the

comparatively soft tube in order to make the curve of a tube tip part easy.

[0003]There is an instrument indicated by JP,6-53125,B, and in order to control the incision

direction of a sphincter muscle, the strengthening means of the rectangular section is formed,

having applied this instrument to the range of a end face portion from the tip end part in one

lumen of a tube.

[0004]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the lnvention]When the operation by the side of a hand pulls a

conductive wire and a tube tip part is incurvated to an arc shape in the high frequency incision

instrument indicated by JP,5-7597,A and JP,5-68685,A, since the tube is soft, some curve

easily, but. Since a tube covered an overall length and bent in shaft orientations, there was a

problem of the operation nature that a tube tip part cannot be curved easily, with the frictional

resistance of a conductive wire and the lumen of a tube.

http://ww4.ipdl.inpit.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje?atw_u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww4.i... 10/28/2009
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[0005]Also when pushing in such a high frequency incision instrument in the treatment tool

insertion channel of an endoscope, and the thin lumen in the abdominal cavity, the tube bent in

shaft orientations, and the pushing operation of the tube at hand did not get across to a tip part

well, but there was a problem that insertion nature worsened.

[0006]Here, when performing what is called EST that cuts a duodenal-papilla sphincter muscle

open using such a high frequency incision instrument for endoscopes, generally, it is used with

a curving mechanism and the back strabism type endoscope provided with the ******** top

device.

[0007]First, an endoscope is inserted into the duodenum and front view of the mammary

papilla is carried out by the curving operation of an endoscope. Next, from the channel for

treatment implement insertion of an endoscope, the high frequency incision instrument for

endoscopes is inserted, and the high frequency incision instrument for endoscopes is inserted

into a bile duct from mammary papilla by operation of the
********

top device of an endoscope,

and curving operation. And by operation by the side of the hand of the high frequency incision

instrument for endoscopes, a conductive wire is pulled, a tube tip part is incurvated to an arc

shape, a knife part is pressed at least against sphincter muscles of teat, and the high

frequency current cuts it open.

[0008]An endoscope image [ in / for signs that EST at this time is performed / drawing 6 and

drawing 6 ] is shown in drawing 8 . As shown in drawing 6 , in order to carry out front view of the

mammary papilla, it is necessary from an anatomical standpoint to incurvate the bend of an

endoscope so that the center of the curve may come to the line of sight of an endoscope. The

high frequency incision instrument for endoscopes is put in in the visual field range of an

endoscope, and in order to make a tip part easy to insert into a bile duct, it is necessary to

raise the high frequency incision instrument for endoscopes to the line of sight of an

endoscope by operation of a ******** top device.

[0009]As shown in drawing 8, in order to enforce EST safely without complication, it is

necessary to add incision in above [ of space ], and the 12:00 direction within what is called an

endoscope view, therefore, the standing direction of the endoscope high frequency incision

instrument according to the curving direction and treatment implement erection device of an

endoscope as shown in drawing 6, when enforcing EST - and. The knife part at the tip of a

tube will be mostly placed on the same flat surface, and the tube tip part of an endoscope high

frequency incision instrument will present the curved shape which turned the knife part inside.

[0010]lt imitates to the above-mentioned tube curved shape here, and when an endoscope

high frequency incision instrument is sent from an endoscope tip by bending so that a knife

part may be suitable inside at the tip of a tube, and attaching a peculiarity, medical

practitioners are devising so that direction of a knife part may turn to and come out of the

direction which it will be at 12:00 within a view of an endoscope. That is, stability can aim at
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direction of a knife part by making tlie bend peculiarity of a tube agree to tiie curved shape of

an endoscope, and direction of a treatment implement erection device.

[0011]The bend peculiarity work of the tube tip by this medical practitioner could not be

performed by having been stabilized each time here, therefore there was a problem that the

directivity of the knife part to an endoscope was not stabilized.

[0012]The strengthening means in the instrument Indicated by JP,6-53125,B formed in the

lumen of a tube, Since a tube overall length is covered and It Is firmly reinforced when JP,5-

7597,A and an endoscope high frequency incision instrument like JP,5-68685,A are made to

suit, it is thought that the problem of the operation nature by bending of the tube overall length

of the above-mentioned endoscope high frequency Incision instrument and insertion nature is

solved for how many minutes,

[0013]Since the direction at which a tube turns agrees to the curved shape of an endoscope,

and direction of a treatment Implement erection device by the tube bend direction regulation by

the reinforced component In the Instrument of JP,6-53125,B, It Is thought that the problem of

the directivity of a knife part is solved.

[0014]However, In the instrument of JP,6-53125,B. Since the reinforced component is provided

also In the lumen of the knife part at the tip of a tube, when incurvating a tube tip part to an arc

shape, a reinforced component serves as resistance (resistance which bars bending) of

bending, and the problem of the operation nature that a tube tip part cannot be curved easily is

not solved after all.

[0015]Since the tube tip part is hard, when inserting a tube tip into a bile duct from mammary

papilla, it is easy to do damage near a papillary area and to a bile duct wall, the danger of

producing punching and serious complication, such as bleeding, becomes high, and a problem

comes out at safety.

[0016]this invention was made In view of the point mentioned above, and cancels the problem

of a Prior art, its operation nature is good, and can improve a channel or insertion nature in the

living body, and it aims at providing the high frequency incision device for endoscopes

excellent in the safety which does not inflict damage on a living body.

[0017]Other purposes of this invention are to provide the high frequency incision device for

endoscopes with the directivity of the stable knife part to an endoscope. Other purposes of this

invention have the technique in providing the easy high frequency incision device for

endoscopes.

[0018]

[Means for Solving the Problem]Two or more lumens installed towards an axial center direction

in a sheath body of an electric insulation sheath which can insert in inside of a treatment tool

insertion channel of an endoscope are formed, While a reinforcement lumen which provided a

reinforcing member for reinforcing said sheath body by a conductive wire lumen and other at
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least one lumen in which a conductive wire is inserted by one lumen is formed, respectively,

Said conductive wire is drawn from a wire derivation port formed in a peripheral face near the

tip part of said sheath body by outer side of said sheath body, In a high frequency incision

device for endoscopes with which a knife part for high frequency incision is formed, said

reinforcing member was provided in the range of from [ near the base end of said sheath

body
]
up to near [ said ] the wire derivation port by the side of a base end by an exposed part

of an outer side of said sheath body in said conductive wire.

[0019]By the above-mentioned composition, bending of a sheath at the time of an operation is

prevented, and good operation nature can be secured because a sheath becomes hard. Good

insertion nature can be secured without a sheath bending too much also at the time of

insertion to a thin channel of a lumen or an endoscope, and pushing. Since a knife portion of a

sheath is soft, a sheath tip can be curved easily and better operation nature can be secured.

Since a sheath tip part is also soft, damage cannot be inflicted on a living body but this device

can be used safely.

[0020]Two or more lumens installed towards an axial center direction in a sheath body of an

electric insulation sheath which can insert in inside of a treatment tool insertion channel of an

endoscope are formed, While a reinforcement lumen which provided a reinforcing member for

reinforcing said sheath body by a conductive wire lumen and other at least one lumen in which

a conductive wire is inserted by one lumen is fonned, respectively, Said conductive wire is

drawn from a wire derivation port formed in a peripheral face near the tip part of said sheath

body by outer side of said sheath body, In a high frequency incision device for endoscopes

with which a knife part for high frequency incision is formed of an exposed part of an outer side

of said sheath body in said conductive wire, While providing said reinforcing member in the

range of from [ near the base end of said sheath body ] up to near [ said ] the wire derivation

port by the side of a base end, When a sheath of a portion which provided said reinforcing

member is bent, it passes along a medial axis of said sheath rather than flexing resistance

along the 1st flat surface that connects a medial axis of said sheath to said knife part, and is

formed. To a medial axis of said sheath, said reinforcing member was biased and was

provided so that a direction of flexing resistance along the 2nd flat surface that turned to said

1st flat surface perpendicularly might become large.

[0021 ]The above-mentioned good operation nature, insertion nature, and safety can not only

be securable, but by the above-mentioned composition, since a bending direction of a knife

base end sheath makes it regulate by a reinforcing member, the directivity of a stable knife

over an endoscope is realizable.

[0022]

[Embodiment of the lnvention]Hereafter, a 1st embodiment of this invention is described with

reference to drawing 1 - drawing 8 . Drawing 1 shows the appearance of the whole high
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frequency incision device for endoscopes (what is called EST) which cuts open the body

tissue, especially duodenal-papilla sphincter muscle in the abdominal cavity using the high

frequency current, Drawing 2 shows the structure by the side of the tip of a sheath with a

sectional view, and drayying 3 expands and shows the A-A line section of drawing 2, and the

D-D line section of drawing 4 Dravying the structure by the side of the tip of a sheath

in the C-C line section of drawing 3 (A), drawing 5 expands and shows the section structure

and the E section by the side of the hand of a sheath, and dravymg 6 thru/or drawing 8 show

the explanatory view of the operation through which it passes and which is endoscopically cut

open. Drawing 2 shows the tip side of the sheath in the vertical section of the B-B line of

drawing 3 (A). Drawing 8 shows the actual endoscope image in drawing 6.

[0023]As shown in drawing 1, a high frequency incision device for endoscopes of a 1st

embodiment of this invention. (It is only hereafter described also as an incision device) The

insert portion 13 of the narrow diameter which has the flexibility inserted in a patient's inside of

the body through the treatment tool insertion channel in which the endoscope 12 (refer to

drawing 6
,
drawing 7 , and drawing 20) does not illustrate 11, It is allocated in the base end

side of this insert portion 13, and comprises the final controlling element 14 by the side of a

hand for a way person to operate this incision device 1 1 outside a patient's body.

[0024]The insert portion 13 of this incision device 11 comprises the sheath 15 formed by the

member which has insulation electrically as shown in drawing 2 . The main part (getting it

blocked sheath body) 15a of this electrical insulation sheath 15, It has insulation electrically,

and it is formed by products made of fluororesin, such as the resin which has thermoplasticity,

for example, PTFE, and FEP, and Is formed in this embodiment by the flexible porous tube

which has three lumens (lumen).

[0025]Namely, the wire lumen 17a which inserts in the conductive wire 16 which has

conductivity, such as a metal wire, in the sheath body 15a as shown in drawing 3 (A) and (B),

The multiple-purpose lumen 17b which has sufficient inside diameter which does not have

offense in the insertion of a guidewire and/or pouring of a fluid (especially contrast medium)

which are not illustrated (convenient), Three lumens with the reinforcement lumen 17c which

inserts in the reinforcement wire 18 for reinforcing the sheath body 15a are provided, and it is

installed towards the axial center direction (getting it blocked longitudinal direction of the

sheath body 15a), respectively.

[0026]ln the wire lumen 17a in the sheath body 15a, as shown in drawing 2 , the conductive

wire 16 is inserted in here, A guidewire is inserted in in the multiple-purpose lumen 17b, or the

liquid-sending way where a fluid is poured in is formed, and the opening of the tip of the

multiple-purpose lumen 17b is carried out.

[0027]moreover ~ the inside of the reinforcement lumen 17c ~ reinforcing members, such as

metal, and the sheath tip part 15d which the reinforcement wire 18 made from stainless steel
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with large hardness more specifically shows to drawing 4 from a sheath base end (refer to

drawjng 5 (C)) also with a narrow diameter -- it is being immediately inserted in and fixed to the

end face.

[0028]Although the knife part 20 does not appear in drawing^4 In order to make intelligible

relative physical relationship in the axial center direction of the position by the side of the tip of

the reinforcement wire 18, and the knife part 20, the two-dot chain line showed the knife part

20 (the two-dot chain line shows the knife part 20 in the same meaning also at other drawing

11. drawing 15 and drawing 1 6).

[0029]Also with a narrow diameter, since that hardness Is large, this reinforcing member and

the reinforcement wire 18 of the product made from stainless steel more specifically can fully

adjust the degree (it is described also as pliability or softness) of the ease of bending of the

sheath body 15a with the reinforcement wire 18 of an outer diameter small enough. For this

reason, the cross-section area of the reinforcement lumen 17c in the section of the sheath

body 15a and the reinforcement wire 18 has a merit by which it can be managed even if small

enough.

[0030]The reinforcement wire 18 made from this stainless steel also has a function of

radiopacity, and can also perform the check of the position of the sheath body 15a (strictly

reinforcement wire 18) under X-ray irradiation.

I0031]The reinforcement lumen 17c was formed in the sheath body 15a in this way, the

reinforcement wire 18 was inserted in, and that whose sheath body 15a is too (or it bends too

much) soft is reinforced with this embodiment so that it may become moderate softness.

[0032]And in the case of a sheath which is easily buckled by this reinforcement when inserting

in in the treatment tool insertion channel of the endoscope 12, and the thin abdominal cavity, it

also receives, It is made the sheath 15 which lessens the excessive ease of bending more and

has moderate pliability, Also when inserting in the thin treatment tool insertion channel or living

body of the endoscope 12, it has been the feature to have secured the insertion nature which

can be inserted in easily without fully telling the pushing operation of the hand of the sheath

body 15a to the sheath tip part 15d, and buckling the sheath 15.

[0033]The sheath tip part 15d is curving operation (it has the feature that it can operate.)

easily, when the damage to the living body at the time of a sheath being soft and inserting in

the living body incurvates the sheath tip part 15d and makes the knife part 20 form with ** by

prevention, since it is not reinforced.

[0034]The two wire derivation ports 19a and 19b whose Insertion of the wire lumen 17a is

enabled are formed in the peripheral face of the tip part 15d of the sheath body 15a, i.e., a

sheath tip part. These wire derivation ports 19a and 19b are established in two positions along

the shaft orientations of the sheath body 15a approximately.

[0035]And the tip side of the conductive wire 16 inserted in in the wire lumen 17a of the sheath
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body 15a, It is drawn from the two wire derivation ports 19a and 19b established in the sheath

tip part 15d by the outer side of the sheath body 15a, and the l<nife part 20 for high frequency

incision is formed of the wire exposed part 16a exposed to the outer side of this sheath body

15a. In this specification, as shown in drawjn^^^^ from the apical surface of the sheath 15 to

the back end of the knife part 20 is called the sheath tip part 15d.

[0036]Here, the conductive wires 16 are metal and a flexible wire of the product made from

stainless steel more specifically. The tip part of this conductive wire 16 on metal and a twist

concrete target. It is Inserted in the lumen of the product made from stainless steel, metal,

silver, platina **, and the radiopaclty pipe 21 made from tungsten (what was made into pipe

shape by the radiopacity member). It is being fixed by an adhesive agent (specifically

soldering, brazing, adhesion), welding (especially laser welding, plasma arc welding), or other

means.

[0037]The outside diameter size of the radiopacity pipe 21 is set up become large slightly

rather than the inner diameter dimension of the wire lumen 1 7a of the sheath body 1 5a. And

this radiopacity pipe 21 is being further fixed by press fit, adhesion, or other means In the wire

lumen 17a by the side of a tip rather than the front wire derivation port 19a.

[0038]lt is made easy to insert by forming in the uppermost tip part of the sheath body 15a the

thin diameter section 15b which has the outside diameter size D2 smaller than the outside

diameter size D1 of the pars intermedia of the sheath body 1 5a.

[0039]As shown in drawing 1 , the marking part 22 to which two or more marking was

performed is formed in the peripheral face near the tip part of the sheath body 15a along the

axial center direction of the sheath body 15a, and it can be made to perform grasp of the

length of an outline by this marking part 22.

[0040]Next, the final controlling element 14 of the incision device 11 is explained. As shown in

drawing 1 and drawing 5 (A), the abbreviated Y character-like connecting member 23 is

formed in this final controlling element 14. The common connecting part 23a is formed in the

tip part side of this connecting member 23, and, as for the rear end part side, the branch

connection parts 23b and 23c which branched to two are formed. And the base end side of the

insert portion 13 is inserted and connected in the lumen of the common connecting part 23a.

[0041 ]The operating section body 24 is being fixed to the back end of one branch connection

part 23b of the connecting member 23. The slider 25 slides to the longitudinal direction of this

operating section body 24, and this operating section body 24 is equipped with it movable. The

base end of the conductive wire 16 is being fixed to this slider 25 via the conductive operation

pipe 26 (refer to drawing 5 (B)) and the conductive plug 27.

[0042]lt is connected to an RF generator device via the electrical cable which is not illustrated,

and by turning on a foot switch etc., the high frequency current can flow into the conductive

wire 16 from an RF generator device, and this plug 27 can cut a body tissue open by the knife
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part 20.

[0043]The operation pipe lumen 28 with the operation pipe 26 movable forward and backward

opened for free passage by the wire lumen 17a of the sheath body 15a as shown in drawing 5

(B) at the connecting member 23, The branching multiple-purpose lumen 29 which is open for

free passage in the multiple-purpose lumen 17b of the sheath body 15a as shown in drawing 5

(A) is formed. The wall around the multiple-purpose lumen 17b cuts and lacks near the back

end of the sheath body 15a, and is opening it for free passage with the outside branching

multiple-purpose lumen 29.

[0044]Here, the operation pipe lumen 28 is formed in one branch connection part 23b side of

the connecting member 23, and the branching multiple-purpose lumen 29 is formed in the

branch connection part 23c side of another side of the connecting member 23. Since the glass

syringe which pours in a contrast medium etc. is fixed enabling free attachment and

detachment, the female-lures cap 30 is formed in the end piece of the branching multiple-

purpose lumen 29. It is also possible to insert a guidewire in this female-lures cap 30, and it is

used also when insertion of a guidewire performs insertion to a target part easily.

[QQ45]Drawing 5 (C) shows the section which passes along the reinforcement lumen 1 7c in the

E section of drayying 5 the sheath tip part 15d shown in drawirig 4 from the sheath base

end 15c of the back end of the sheath body 15a shown in this drawing 5 (C) by this

embodiment ~ the reinforcement wire 18 is immediately inserted in in the reinforcement lumen

17c to the base end.

[0046]Next, it passes through an operation of the high frequency incision device 1 1 for

endoscopes of the above-mentioned composition, it is endoscopically inserted into the

abdominal cavity, and it explains by the case where the high frequency current cuts open a

lumen part exit like a body tissue, especially a duodenal-papilla part.

[0047]First, in the state where the high frequency incision device 1 1 for endoscopes is not

used, the slider 25 of the final controlling element 14 is held in the position in readiness moved

to the front end side to the operating section body 24. At this time, the tip part of the sheath

body 15a is held, after approximately linear shape has developed.

[0048]ln this state, from the tip of the sheath body 15a to the range of about 15 cm, it bends to

an approximate circle arc and a peculiarity is attached so that the knife part 20 may turn to the

inside.

[0049]ln this state, as shown in drawing 6 , the insert portion 13 of the incision device 1 1 is

inserted in the treatment tool insertion channel which was beforehand provided in the

endoscope inserting part 31 of the endoscope 12 inserted Into the duodenum 41 and which is

not illustrated, The insert portion 13 of the incision device 11 is made to project to an outer side

from the tip opening of the treatment tool insertion channel provided in the tip part 32 of the

endoscope inserting part 31.
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[0050]ln this case, by an approximate circle arc's bending to the sheath tip part 15cl, and

attaching a peculiarity to it, As direction into this bend peculiarity agrees and it is shown in

drawing 8 to the curved shape of the tip part 32 of the endoscope inserting part 31 ,
and

direction of the treatment implement erection device 32a, direction of the knife part 20 can

project toward the direction (above [ in space ]) which it will be at 12:00 within the view of an

endoscope.

[0051 ]ln this case, since it is made hard to bend rather than the case where have formed the

reinforcement wire 18 in those shaft orientations at the sheath body 15a, and the

reinforcement wire 18 is not formed. The sheath body 15a can be inserted in easy and a short

time, without pushing of the hand of sheath body a sheath tip-part 15d Stroking, fully being told

at the time of insertion, and buckling the sheath body 15a, even when an inside diameter is a

small treatment tool insertion channel.

[0052]Then, the tip part of the insert portion 13 of the incision device 1 1 is inserted into the bile

duct 43 from the mammary papilla 42 by the curving operation of the bend 33 of the

endoscope inserting part 31, operation of the
******** top device 32a formed in the tip opening

of the tip part 32 on **, or aggressiveness length operation of the insert portion 13 whole of the

incision device 1 1

.

[0053]Also in this case, the sheath body 15a located in a treatment tool insertion channel,

Bending of the sheath portion which has come out of the treatment tool insertion channel of the

endoscope 12 decreases, and pushing of the hand of the sheath body 15a is fully told to the

sheath tip part 15d, and it can insert easily also into mammary papilla with a small inside

diameter, without buckling the sheath body 15a.

[0054]Since the sheath tip part 15d is not reinforced, its sheath is soft, and there are few

dangers of being accompanied by punching and the complication of bleeding, without doing

damage near mammary papilla and to bile duct 43 wall.

[0055]Then, the glass syringe which is not illustrated if needed to the female-lures cap 30 by

the side of the branch connection part 23c of the connecting member 23 is attached. And the

contrast medium poured in from this glass syringe is sent in the bile duct 43 through the

branching multiple-purpose lumen 29 and the multiple-purpose lumen 17b of the sheath body

15a, and imaging in the bile duct 43 is performed.

[0056]Next, the marking part 22 of the peripheral face of the tip part of the sheath body 15a is

followed as a rule of thumb, and the immersion depth to the mammary papilla 42 of the sheath

body 15a is adjusted. Also in this case, since pushing of the hand of the sheath body 15a is

fully told to the sheath tip part 15d, it can insert easily.

[0057]Next, the slider 25 of the final controlling element 14 is moved to the back end side to

the operating section body 24. Since it is operated so that the conductive wire 16 may be

pulled with operation of this slider 25 at the hand side. The wire exposed part 1 6a which
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curved to the approximate circle arc as the tip part of the sheath body 15a showed drawing 6,

and was exposed to the outer side of the sheath body 15a as a result is restricted to the arc of

a bow, and the knife part 20 is formed.

[0058]ln this case, since it is not reinforced with the reinforcement wire 18, the sheath tip part

15d (wire exposed part 16a) has a soft sheath, when the tip part of the sheath body 15a

curves, can curve easily and can realize good operation nature.

[0059]lf the slider 25 of the final controlling element 14 is moved to the tip side to the operating

section body 24 as an option, as shown in drawing 7, the conductive wire 16 will be pushed

and the circular l<nife part 20 will be formed.

[006G]the arc of a bow -- or the high frequency current is circularly energized to the l<nife part

20 after forming the l<nife part 20, and sphincter muscles of teat are cut open to above [ of the

space in drawing 8 ] (the 12:00 direction within the view of the endoscope 12). If incision is

completed, the slider 25 will be returned to the original position and the incision device 1 1 will

be drawn out from the treatment tool insertion channel of the endoscope 12.

[0061]The effect of this embodiment is as follows. Since according to this embodiment the

pliability of the sheath body 15a is reinforced with the reinforcement wire 18 and pliability is

making it less moderate pliability, At the time of insertion into the treatment tool insertion

channel of the endoscope 12, and a thin lumen, pushing of the hand of the sheath body 15a is

fully told to the sheath tip part 15d, and improvement in insertion nature can be realized.

[0062]moreover - according to this embodiment - the reinforcement wire 18 - a sheath base

end to the sheath tip part 15d - it being reinforced and immediately, to near the wire denvation

port by the side of a base end, When the sheath tip part 15d is not reinforced, but the damage

to the living body at the time of inserting in the living body can be prevented since the sheath is

softer than a reinforcing part, and curving the sheath tip part 15d, It can curve easily and good

operation nature can be realized.

[0063]Since it can form only by putting in a stainless wire in the reinforcement lumen 17c, an

assembly can be done simply and it can manufacture cheaply. The localization of the sheath

body 15a under X-ray irradiation can also be performed by considering it as the member of

radiopacity, such as a stainless wire, as this reinforcement wire 18.

[0064]Since according to this embodiment the pliability of the sheath body 15a is reinforced

with the reinforcement wire 18 and pliability is made to less moderate pliability, buckling can be

effectively prevented from fully occurring in the case of insertion also to the case of the sheath

body of a narrow diameter. For this reason, it becomes possible to insert in in a treatment tool

insertion channel etc. and to take incision measures also in the case of the sheath body made

more into the narrow diameter, without buckling. In this case. It can be used with the

endoscope 12 of the treatment tool insertion channel of a smaller inside diameter, and what

has a small outer diameter of the endoscope inserting part 31 can be used (since the thing of a
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narrow diameter can be used as the endoscope inserting part 31). Tlie pain given to tlie

patient in the case of insertion can be reduced, and the range (use part) which can carry out

insertion use can be expanded.

[0065](A 2nd embodiment) A 2nd embodiment of this invention is described with reference to

drawing 9 - drawing 12 below. Drawing 9 shows the structure by the side of the tip of a sheath

with a sectional view, and drawing 10 (A) and (B) expands and shows the A'-A' line section of

drawing 9, and the D'-D' line section of drawing 11 ,
Drawin£ 11 shows the structure by the side

of the tip of a sheath by H-H and l-l
******

of drawing 10 (A), and drawing 12 shows the outline

view which looked at the tip part of the incision device of this embodiment from the oblique

direction. Drawing 9 shows the tip side of the sheath in the vertical section of the F-F line of

drawing 10 (A).

[0066]The two reinforcement lumens 17c and 17d are formed in the sheath 15, and a different

place as compared with a 1st embodiment inserts in the reinforcement wires 18a and 18b

respectively into it, and is reinforced with this embodiment.

[0067]The reinforcement wires 18a and 18b are inserted to the portion immediately before the

knife part 20, as shown in drawing 1

1

from the end face of the seeds 15.

[0068]As shown in drawing 12 here, when the flat surface which made the flat surface which

connects the medial axis P of the sheath 15 to the knife part 20, and is formed Q flat surface,

and passed along said medial axis P. and turned to said Q flat surface perpendicularly is made

into R flat surface. With these two reinforcement wires 18a and 18b, when the sheath 15 of the

portion which provided the reinforcement wire is bent, arrangement of the two reinforcement

wires 18a and 18b was biased, and is arranged rather than the flexing resistance along Q flat

surface, so that the direction of the flexing resistance along R flat surface may become large.

[0069]That is, so that it may understand from the sectional view of drawing 9 (B) which wrote

together Q flat surface and R flat surface, Rather than the flexing resistance at the time of

bending the sheath body 15a along Q flat surface used as the flat surface containing the knife

part 20 (or on Q flat surface). So that the direction of the flexing resistance at the time of

bending the sheath body 15a along R flat surface which is vertical to this Q flat surface, and

contains a medial axis (or on R flat surface) may become large, It has been the feature to have

biased the two reinforcement wires 18a and 18b so that it might become close to R flat surface

(or the distance from R flat surface becomes smaller than the distance from Q flat surface like),

and to arrange them.

[0070]Like the case of a 1st embodiment, first, from the tip of the sheath body 15a to the range

of about 15 cm, it turns at an operation of this embodiment to an approximate circle arc, and it

attaches a peculiarity so that the knife part 20 may turn to the inside. Or the work which

attaches this bend peculiarity may be omitted. Next, by operation of the slider 25 of the final

controlling element 14, by incurvating the tip part of the sheath body 15a several times to an
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approximate circle arc, it bends to the sheath tip part 15d, and a peculiarity is attached.

[0071]lt inserts in the endoscope 12 like the case of a 1st embodiment, and an outer side is

made to project from the tip opening of a treatment tool insertion channel in this state. In this

case, there is no bend which met R flat surface shown in drawing 12 by the difference in the

flexing resistance of the above-mentioned sheath 15, and the sheath 15 is bent along Q flat

surface. Therefore, as the bend direction of a sheath is regulated and it is shown in drawing 8

to the curved shape of the tip part 32 of the endoscope inserting part 31 , and direction of the

treatment implement erection device 32a, direction of the knife part 20 can send toward the

direction (above [ in space ]) which it will be at 12:00 within the view of the endoscope 12.

Therefore, the directional stability of the more exact knife part 20 is acquired rather than a 1st

embodiment.

[0072]ln addition to the effect of a 1st embodiment, the effect of this embodiment has the

following effects. The directivity of the knife part 20 always projected and stabilized in the

direction of 12:00 to the view of the endoscope 12 by arrangement of the two reinforcement

wires 18a and 18b since the bending direction of the sheath 15 was regulated is realizable.

Therefore, It has the effect that there is no complication and EST can be enforced safely.

[0073](A 3rd embodiment) A 3rd embodiment of this invention is described with reference to

drawing 13 - drawing 16 below. With a sectional view, drawing 13 is shown and the structure

by the side of the tip of a sheath Drawing 14 (A), (B), (C) expands and shows A"-A" line

section of drawing 13, D"-D" line section of drawing 15, and the G-G line section of drawing 16,

drawing 15 shows the structure by the side of the tip of a sheath in the H'-H' line section of

drawing 14 (A), and drawing 16 shows the structure by the side of the tip of a sheath in the I'-l'

line section of drawing 14. Drawing
i^^^^^

the tip side of the sheath in the F'-F' line vertical

section of drawing 14 (A).

[0074]The two reinforcement lumens 17c and 17d are formed in the sheath 15, and a different

place as compared with a 2nd embodiment inserts in and reinforces with this embodiment the

reinforcement wires 18a and 18b in which length differs respectively in it.

[0075]The reinforcement wire 18a is inserted in from the apical surface of the sheath 15 to the

position of the length of LI, as shown in drawing 15 from the end face of the sheath 15. The

reinforcement wire 18b is inserted in from the apical surface of the sheath 15 to the position of

the length of L2, as shown in drawing 16 from the end face of the sheath 15. The length of LI

and L2 differs here.

[0076]The operation of this embodiment is almost the same as a 2nd embodiment. This

embodiment has the following effects. Since the length which has inserted in and inserted in

the two reinforcement wires 18a and 18b differs, it is effective in the hardness of the sheath 15

being gradually changeable. To the case where it more specifically inserts in in the treatment

tool insertion channel of an endoscope etc., the back side is buckled easilier than the tip side
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of the sheath 15.

[0077]For this reason, the back end side of the sheath 15 buckled easiliest is set as the

softness or pliability which is not buckled with the two reinforcement wires 18a and 18b and

which gave hardness a little (as opposed to the axial center direction of the sheath 15), And

since a front side is made into the softness or pliability of a grade which is not buckled with the

one reinforcement wire 18a from this portion and the sheath tip part 15d cannot be buckled

further most easily. Without reinforcing, it can be set as softness or pliability soft enough so

that the knife part 20 can be set up easily.

[0078]lf the sheath portion near [ the / projecting ] an exit is too soft when the sheath tip side is

made to project from the treatment tool insertion channel of an endoscope, and the projecting

portion becomes the back side from the sheath tip part 15d, will bend from the portion at the

time of pushing of the hand of the sheath 15, but. Since it has reinforced with the one

reinforcement wire 18a to the position before the sheath tip part 15d, it is cancelable that such

a situation occurs.

[0079](A 4th embodiment) A 4th embodiment of this invention is described with reference to

drawing 17 - drawing 20 below. Drawing 17 shows the high frequency incision device for

endoscopes of a 4th embodiment, and drawing 18 shows quarry basket forceps. Drawing 19

shows the composition by the side of the tip of the sheath in the state where quarry basket

forceps were stored in the multiple-purpose lumen, and drawing 20 shows the example of use

which deals with recovery of a calculus using quarry basket forceps.

[0080]High frequency Incision device 11' for endoscopes of this embodiment to the 1st - the

high frequency incision device 11 for endoscopes of a 3rd embodiment. The quarry basket

forceps 51 which add the function erf the treatment implement for grasping with which it deals

so that a calculus in the living body may be grasped and it may be excreted out of a living

body, therefore are shown in drawing 18 at the 1st - the high frequency incision device 1 1 for

endoscopes of a 3rd embodiment are combined.

[0081]As shown in drayyina 18, to the quarry basket forceps 51. The basket wire 53 in which

the extension habit extended to basket shape with two or more wires was given at the tip of the

operation wire 52 governs the tip of each basket wire 53 to one with the end chip 54, The

basket part 50 as the calculus grasping part which stores and grasps a calculus inside, or a

quarry part is formed. The back end of this operation wire 52 is fixed to the operation pipe 55,

the operation knob 56 is further fixed to a hand side edge part, and this operation pipe 55 is

formed in [ a final controlling element ] one.

[0082]The basket part 50 of these quarry basket forceps 51 can be inserted from the female-

lures cap 30 into the multiple-purpose lumen 17b provided In the sheath body 15a which

constitutes incision device 11', By performing forward operation which moves the operation

knob 56 ahead, as shown In drawing 17 via the operation wire 52, the basket part 50 can be
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set as the state of projecting, from the opening (getting it blocked tip opening of the multiple-

purpose lumen 17b) at the tip of a sheath of this incision device 11'.

[0083]By performing retreat operation which grasps the operation knob 56 in the state of

drawing 17, and moves back, as shown in drawin^^^^^^ the operation wire 52, the extension

habit which the basket part 50 extends can be resisted, this basket part 50 can be made to be

closed, and it can also draw in the multiple-purpose lumen 17b.

[0084]Next, an operation is explained. When the calculus 44 is made in the bile duct 43 as

shown in dravvina 20 for example, EST is first performed by incision device 11' (carrying out

like drawing 6 with the jam 1st - the incision device 11 of a 3rd embodiment) in the state where

the quarry basket forceps 51 are not combined.

[0085]After that, the quarry basket forceps 51 are inserted in from the tip side in the multiple-

purpose lumen 17b of this incision device 11', operation of advancing the operation wire 52 is

performed, and the basket part 50 side is made to project from the tip opening of the multiple-

purpose lumen 17b. Since the basket part 50 which projects from a tip opening is formed with

the basket wire 53 in which the habit extended, respectively is given, it is extended in the

shape of a basket. Therefore, as shown in drawing 20 , the calculus 44 is stored in this

extended basket part 50, operation of retreating the operation wire 52 further is performed, and

it grasps so that the calculus 44 stored in the basket part 50 may not escape.

[0086]Then, move the sheath 15 to the back side and the tip side (the tip part and the basket

part 50 of the sheath 15) of the sheath 15 is moved into the duodenum 41 from the inside of

the bile duct 43, The calculus 44 stored to the basket part 50 is taken out from the basket part

50 in the duodenum 41 of the circumference, and it is made to be excreted automatically.

[0087]This embodiment has the following effects. Since one treatment implement can perform

from endoscopic papillotomy treatment to recovery of the calculus 44, the technique is made to

simplification and a short time, and the pain given to a patient is also more mitigable. Others

have the 1st - the same effect as a 3rd embodiment.

[0088](A 5th embodiment) A 5th embodiment of this invention is described with reference to

drawing 21 and drawing 22 below. Drawing 21 shows the high frequency incision device for

endoscopes of a 5th embodiment, drawing 22 (A) shows the wire part of quarry basket

forceps, and drawing 22 (B) shows the final controlling element of quarry basket forceps.

[0089]High frequency incision device 11" for endoscopes of this embodiment shown in drawing

21 provides the function to collect calculi like a 4th embodiment to the 1st - the high frequency

incision device 1 1 for endoscopes of a 3rd embodiment, A different place from a 4th

embodiment is the composition which the wire part 57 and the final controlling element 58 can

detach and attach freely, as this quarry basket forceps 51' is shown in drawing 22 (A) and (B)

(the quarry basket forceps 51 of a 4th embodiment are the composition which the wire part and

the final controlling element unified).
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[0090]The wire part 57 attaches the back end of two or more basket wires 53 at the tip of the

operation wire 52, governs each tip to one with the end chip 54, and forms the basket part 50.

The slider holding part 59 is formed in the operation pipe 55 and also Its back end at the back

end of the operation wire 52.

[0091]The male lure cap 58c is further formed at the tip of the operating section body 58a with

the slider 58b which can slide the final controlling element 58 to this with the operating section

body 58a.

[0092]Can fix to the slider 58b of the final controlling element 58, and the slider holding part 59

of the back end of the wire part 57 enables immobilization of the male lure cap 58c at the tip of

the operating section body 58a in the female-lures cap 30 of high frequency incision device 11"

for endoscopes. The final controlling element 58 is grasped single hand, and it can be made to

perform operation of recovery of a calculus with advance and the retreat function of the slider

58b easily.

[0093]The operation of this embodiment Is almost the same as a 4th embodiment. The effect

of this embodiment is as follows. To having to operate it with both hands, by this embodiment,

since operation single hand is possible for a 4th embodiment, it can measure facilitating of the

technique. Others have the 1st - the same effect as a 3rd embodiment.

[0094](A 6th embodiment) A 6th embodiment of this invention is described with reference to

drawing 23^(A) below. Drawing 23 (A) shows the sheath tip side of the high frequency incision

device for endoscopes of a 6th embodiment. Unlike the calculus grasping part according [ this

embodiment ] to the basket part 50 of a 4th and 5th embodiment, the calculus grasping part is

formed of the snare loop 60.

[0095]One pair of wires 61 which have the elasticity which adhered both ends mutually so that

this snare loop 60 might become loop shape at the tip of the operation wire 52, Or a calculus

can be grasped by being formed using the wire 61 of the loop shape which has one elasticity,

putting in a calculus in this snare loop 60, storing the end face side of the snare loop 60 in the

multiple-purpose lumen 17b, and narrowing down a loop.

[0096]By making the snare loop 60 project ahead from the tip opening of the multiple-purpose

lumen 17b to emit the grasped calculus within the duodenum, a loop can be extended and it

can emit easily.

[00971Drawing 23 (B) shows the sheath tip side in the modification of a 6th embodiment. In this

modification, the calculus grasping part which grasps a calculus fornied the nail at the tip, for

example, is formed in it by the 3 nail 62. This 3 nail 62 bends a tip inside, and the back end of

the three wires 63 which have the elasticity extended mutually is stuck and formed in the tip

part of the operation wire 52 with soldering, soldering, etc.

[0098]By adjusting the projection amount from the multiple-purpose lumen 17b, the amount of

extension can be adjusted, a calculus can grasp and grasp, and this 3 nail 62 can also open a
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calculus (discharge). When reinforcing the sheath body 15a with a reinforcing mennber, a long

groove may be formed in the longitudinal direction of the sheath body 15a, for example, and it

may be made the structure of stored and reinforcing the reinforcement wire 18 in the long

groove. In this case, it can perform easily adjusting not performing reinforcement by the sheath

tip part 15d, for example etc.

[0099]Without forming the reinforcement lumen 17c etc. which insert in a reinforcing member,

the reinforcement wire 18 is inserted in in the multiple-purpose lumen 17b, and it may be made

to reinforce the sheath 15. In this case, the reinforcement wire 18 may be coated if needed.

Sectional shape of the multiple-purpose lumen 17b may be made into shape which is different

in it being circular.

[0100]When the one reinforcement wire 18 is formed like a 1st embodiment. It is not circular

and make sectional shape of this reinforcement wire 18 into flat sections, such as plate shape,

and that flat direction is arranged so that it may become vertical to the flat surface (it is

hereafter described as the 1st flat surface) to which the medial axis of the sheath 15 is

connected including the knife part 20, It is made to make incision treatment by the knife part 20

easy to perform, as it is hard to bend, and is easy to bend in the direction vertical to the 1 st flat

surface and becomes it along this 1st flat surface. In this case, it can be made further easy for

the function of the flat shape of the reinforcement wire 18 to become large relatively, and to

turn at along the 1st flat surface, if the conductive wire 16 is formed by the conductive member

at which it is easier to turn than the reinforcement wire 18.

[0101]Are substantially reinforced from near the sheath base end to the base end rather than

the wire derivation port by the reinforcing member, and rather than a wire derivation port, if the

hardness of the sheath by the side of a tip is a thing of the level by which the damage to

operation nature or a living body is not hindered, What the reinforcing member provided from

near a sheath base end to the sheath tip part belongs to this invention. As this example, what

extended the reinforcing member of the construction material softer than the end face of a wire

derivation port to the sheath tip side, for example, the thing which made that cross-section

area small and extended further the reinforcing member which extended to near a wire

derivation port from the wire derivation port to the tip side, etc. correspond. The embodiment

etc. which combined each above-mentioned embodiment selectively and formed them belong

to this invention.

[0102][Additlonal remark]

1 . Two or more lumens installed towards the axial center direction in the sheath body of the

electric insulation sheath which can insert in the inside of the treatment tool insertion channel

of an endoscope are formed, The reinforcement lumen which provided the reinforcing member

for reinforcing said sheath body by the conductive wire lumen and other at least one lumen in

which a conductive wire Is inserted by one lumen is formed, respectively, and. Said conductive
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wire is drawn from the wire derivation port formed in the peripheral face near the tip part of

said sheath body by the outer side of said sheath body, In the high frequency incision device

for endoscopes with which the knife part for high frequency incision is formed of the exposed

part of the outer side of said main part in said conductive wire, A high frequency incision

device for endoscopes providing said reinforcing member in the range of from [ near the base

end of said sheath body ] up to near [ said ] the wire derivation port by the side of a base end.

[0103]2. Two or more lumens installed towards the axial center direction in the sheath body of

the electric insulation sheath which can insert in the inside of the treatment tool insertion

channel of an endoscope are formed, The reinforcement lumen which provided the reinforcing

member for reinforcing said sheath body by the conductive wire lumen and other at least one

lumen in which a conductive wire is inserted by one lumen is formed, respectively, and. Said

conductive wire is drawn from the wire derivation port formed in the peripheral face near the tip

part of said sheath body by the outer side of said sheath body, In the high frequency incision

device for endoscopes with which the knife part for high frequency incision is formed of the

exposed part of the outer side of said main part in said conductive wire, Provide said

reinforcing member in the range of from [ near the base end of said sheath body
]
up to near

[ said ] the wire derivation port by the side of a base end, and. When the sheath of the portion

which provided said reinforcing member is bent, rather than the flexing resistance along the 1st

flat surface that connects the medial axis of said sheath to said knife part, and is formed. A

high frequency incision device for endoscopes having biased said reinforcing member and

providing it to the medial axis of said sheath so that it may be in the medial axis of said sheath

and the direction of the flexing resistance along the 2nd flat surface that turned to said 1st flat

surface perpendicularly may become large.

[0104]3. Two or more lumens installed towards the axial center direction in the sheath body of

the electric insulation sheath which can insert in the inside of the treatment tool insertion

channel of an endoscope are formed, While the reinforcement lumen which provided the

reinforcing member for reinforcing said sheath body by the conductive wire lumen and other at

least one lumen in which a conductive wire is inserted by one lumen is formed, respectively,

Said conductive wire is drawn from the wire derivation port formed in the peripheral face near

the tip part of said sheath body by the outer side of said sheath body. In the high frequency

incision device for endoscopes with which the knife part for high frequency incision is formed of

the exposed part of the outer side of said sheath body in said conductive wire, A high

frequency incision device for endoscopes which provides [ to / from / near the base end of said

sheath body / near the sheath tip part] said reinforcing member, and is substantially

characterized by reinforcing the range from [ near the sheath base end ] to the wire derivation

port by the side of said base end.

[0105]4. High frequency incision device for endoscopes of additional remark 1 statement.
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wherein said reinforcing member is respectively provided in two or more lumens and tip

position of at least one reinforcing member of them differs from tip position of other reinforcing

members.

5. High frequency incision device for endoscopes of additional remark 1 or additional remark 2

statement, wherein said reinforcing member is metal wire.

[0106]6. From the tip opening of said multiple-purpose lumen, by the forward operation of an

operation wire, project and by and retreat operation. A high frequency incision device for

endoscopes of additional remark 1 thru/or additional remark 3 statement having the treatment

implement for grasping which provided the gripping member drawn and stored from the tip

opening of said multiple-purpose lumen, and being able to use it combining said treatment

implement for grasping.

[0107](Background relevant to the additional remarks 6-8) A treatment implement for

endoscopes like JP,3-54615,A Is known. Usually, after performing an endoscopic

duodenotomy using the high frequency incision instrument of the publication number like the

point, when carrying out the crushed stone of the stone in a common bile duct, use such an

endoscope treatment implement, but. The insertion to a common bile duct from the duodenal

papilla of a high frequency incision instrument and this treatment implement for endoscopes

was dramatically difficult, and the technique which takes such a treatment implement in and

out was dramatically complicated. For this reason, there Is technique in providing the easy high

frequency incision device for endoscopes.

[0108]7. Wire part to which said treatment Implement for grasping has gripping member in

operation wire tip, A high frequency Incision device for endoscopes of the additional remark 4

statement comprising a final controlling element, and said final controlling element's consisting

of an operating section body movable forward and backward and slider mutually, and being

removable to the base end of said multiple-purpose lumen In said operating section body, and

being able to detach and attach said slider freely to the base end of a wire part.

[0109]8. Said gripping member of said treatment implement for grasping by the forward

operation of said operation wire. A high frequency incision device for endoscopes of additional

remark 4 or additional remark 5 statement projecting from the tip opening of a multiple-purpose

lumen, and the opening habit of self performs opening motion, and resisting a self habit, being

drawn by retreat operation of said operation wire, and being stored from the tip opening of said

multiple-purpose lumen.

[0110]

[Effect of the InventlonjAs stated above, according to this invention, two or more lumens

installed towards the axial center direction in the sheath body of the electric insulation sheath

which can insert in the inside of the treatment tool insertion channel of an endoscope are

formed, While the reinforcement lumen which provided the reinforcing member for reinforcing
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said sheath body by the conductive wire lumen and other at least one lumen in which a

conductive wire is inserted by one lumen is formed, respectively, Said conductive wire is drawn

from the wire derivation port formed in the peripheral face near the tip part of said sheath body

by the outer side of said sheath body, In the high frequency incision device for endoscopes

with which the knife part for high frequency incision is formed of the exposed part of the outer

side of said sheath body in said conductive wire, By the above-mentioned composition, since

said reinforcing member is provided in the range of from [ near the base end of said sheath

body ] up to near [ said ] the wire derivation port by the side of a base end, bending of the

sheath at the time of an operation is prevented, and good operation nature can be secured

because a sheath becomes hard.

[01 1 1]Good insertion nature can be secured without a sheath bending too much also at the

time of insertion to the thin channel of a lumen or an endoscope, and pushing. Since the knife

portion of a sheath is soft, a tube tip can be curved easily and better operation nature can be

secured. Since a sheath tip part is also soft, damage cannot be inflicted on a living body but

this device can be used safely.

[01 12]Two or more lumens installed towards the axial center direction in the sheath body of the

electric insulation sheath which can insert in the inside of the treatment tool insertion channel

of an endoscope are formed, While the reinforcement lumen which provided the reinforcing

member for reinforcing said sheath body by the conductive wire lumen and other at least one

lumen in which a conductive wire is inserted by one lumen is formed, respectively, Said

conductive wire is drawn from the wire derivation port formed in the peripheral face near the tip

part of said sheath body by the outer side of said sheath body, In the high frequency incision

device for endoscopes with which the knife part for high frequency incision is formed of the

exposed part of the outer side of said sheath body in said conductive wire. While providing

said reinforcing member in the range of from [ near the base end of said sheath body ] up to

near [ said ] the wire derivation port by the side of a base end, When the sheath of the portion

which provided said reinforcing member is bent, rather than the flexing resistance along the 1st

flat surface that connects the medial axis of said sheath to said knife part, and is formed. Since

said reinforcing member was biased and is provided to the medial axis of said sheath so that it

may pass along the medial axis of said sheath and the direction of the flexing resistance along

the 2nd flat surface that turned to said 1st flat surface perpendicularly may become large, the

above-mentioned good operation nature, insertion nature. Safety can not only be securable,

but since the bending direction of a knife base end sheath is regulated by the reinforcing

member, the directivity of the stable knife over an endoscope is realizable.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[Field of the lnvention]lt passes through this invention, it is endoscopically inserted into the

abdominal cavity, and relates to a body tissue and the high frequency incision device for

endoscopes which cuts a duodenal-papilla sphincter muscle open according to the high

frequency current especially.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

PRIOR ART

[Description of the Prior Art]There is a high frequency incision instrument indicated by JP,5-

7597,A and JP,5-68685,A- Such a high frequency incision instrument is what exposed the

conductive wire inserted into the lumen of a tube to the external wall surface of the tube tip

part, and formed the knife part, By pulling a conductive wire by operation by the side of a hand,

a tube tip part is incurvated to an arc shape, a knife part is pressed against a treated area, and

the high frequency current cuts it open. Such a high frequency incision instrument uses the

comparatively soft tube in order to make the curve of a tube tip part easy.

[0003]There is an instrument indicated by JP,6-53125,B, and in order to control the incision

direction of a sphincter muscle, the strengthening means of the rectangular section is formed,

having applied this instrument to the range of a end face portion from the tip end part in one

lumen of a tube.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

IThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

EFFECT OF THE INVENTION

[Effect of the lnvention]Two or more lumens installed towards the axial center direction in this

invention in the sheath body of the electric insulation sheath which can insert in the inside of

the treatment tool insertion channel of an endoscope as stated above are formed, While the

reinforcement lumen which provided the reinforcing member for reinforcing said sheath body

by the conductive wire lumen and other at least one lumen in which a conductive wire is

inserted by one lumen is formed, respectively, Said conductive wire is drawn from the wire

derivation port formed in the peripheral face near the tip part of said sheath body by the outer

side of said sheath body. In the high frequency incision device for endoscopes with which the

knife part for high frequency incision is formed, said reinforcing member is provided in the

range of from [ near the base end of said sheath body ] up to near [ said ] the wire derivation

port by the side of a base end by the exposed part of the outer side of said sheath body in said

conductive wire.

Therefore, by the above-mentioned composition, bending of the sheath at the time of an

operation is prevented, and good operation nature can be secured because a sheath becomes

hard.

[01 11]Good insertion nature can be secured without a sheath bending too much also at the

time of insertion to the thin channel of a lumen or an endoscope, and pushing. Since the knife

portion of a sheath is soft, a tube tip can be curved easily and better operation nature can be

secured. Since a sheath tip part is also soft, damage cannot be inflicted on a living body but

this device can be used safely.

[01 12]Two or more lumens installed towards the axial center direction in the sheath body of the

electric insulation sheath which can insert in the inside of the treatment tool insertion channel

of an endoscope are formed. While the reinforcement lumen which provided the reinforcing

member for reinforcing said sheath body by the conductive wire lumen and other at least one
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lumen in which a conductive wire is inserted by one lumen is formed, respectively, Said

conductive wire is drawn from the wire derivation port formed in the peripheral face near the tip

part of said sheath body by the outer side of said sheath body, In the high frequency incision

device for endoscopes with which the knife part for high frequency incision is formed of the

exposed part of the outer side of said sheath body in said conductive wire. While providing

said reinforcing member in the range of from [ near the base end of said sheath body
]
up to

near [ said ] the wire derivation port by the side of a base end, When the sheath of the portion

which provided said reinforcing member is bent, rather than the flexing resistance along the 1st

flat surface that connects the medial axis of said sheath to said knife part, and is formed. Since

said reinforcing member was biased and is provided to the medial axis of said sheath so that it

may pass along the medial axis of said sheath and the direction of the flexing resistance along

the 2nd flat surface that turned to said 1st flat surface perpendicularly may become large, the

above-mentioned good operation nature, insertion nature. Safety can not only be securable,

but since the bending direction of a knife base end sheath is regulated by the reinforcing

member, the directivity of the stable knife over an endoscope is realizable.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

IThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

TECHNICAL PROBLEM

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the lnvention]When the operation by the side of a hand pulls a

conductive wire and a tube tip part is incurvated to an arc shape in the high frequency incision

instrument indicated by JP,5-7597,A and JP,5-68685,A, since the tube is soft, some curve

easily, but. Since a tube covered an overall length and bent in shaft orientations, there was a

problem of the operation nature that a tube tip part cannot be curved easily, with the frictional

resistance of a conductive wire and the lumen of a tube.

[0005]Also when pushing in such a high frequency incision instrument in the treatment tool

insertion channel of an endoscope, and the thin lumen in the abdominal cavity, the tube bent in

shaft orientations, and the pushing operation of the tube at hand did not get across to a tip part

well, but there was a problem that insertion nature worsened.

[0006]Here, when performing what is called EST that cuts a duodenal-papilla sphincter muscle

open using such a high frequency incision instrument for endoscopes, generally, it is used with

a curving mechanism and the back strabism type endoscope provided with the ******** top

device.

[0007]First, an endoscope is inserted into the duodenum and front view of the mammary

papilla is carried out by the curving operation of an endoscope. Next, from the channel for

treatment implement insertion of an endoscope, the high frequency incision instrument for

endoscopes is inserted, and the high frequency incision instrument for endoscopes is inserted

into a bile duct from mammary papilla by operation of the
******** top device of an endoscope,

and curving operation. And by operation by the side of the hand of the high frequency incision

instrument for endoscopes, a conductive wire is pulled, a tube tip part is incurvated to an arc

shape, a knife part is pressed at least against sphincter muscles of teat, and the high

frequency current cuts it open.

[0008]An endoscope image [ in / for signs that EST at this time is performed / drawing 6 and

drawing 6 ] is shown in drawing 8. As shown in drawing 6, in order to carry out front view of the
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mammary papilla, it is necessary from an anatomical standpoint to incurvate the bend of an

endoscope so that the center of the curve may come to the line of sight of an endoscope. The

high frequency incision instrument for endoscopes is put in in the visual field range of an

endoscope, and in order to make a tip part easy to insert into a bile duct, it is necessary to

raise the high frequency incision instrument for endoscopes to the line of sight of an

endoscope by operation of a
******** top device.

[0009]As shown in drawing 8, in order to enforce EST safely without complication, it is

necessary to add incision in above [ of space ], and the 12:00 direction within what is called an

endoscope view, therefore, the standing direction of the endoscope high frequency incision

instrument according to the curving,direction and treatment implement erection device of an

endoscope as shown in drawing 6, when enforcing EST - and, The knife part at the tip of a

tube will be mostly placed on the same flat surface, and the tube tip part of an endoscope high

frequency incision instrument will present the curved shape which turned the knife part inside.

[0010]lt imitates to the above-mentioned tube curved shape here, and when an endoscope

high frequency incision instrument is sent from an endoscope tip by bending so that a knife

part may be suitable inside at the tip of a tube, and attaching a peculiarity, medical

practitioners are devising so that direction of a knife part may turn to and come out of the

direction which it will be at 12:00 within a view of an endoscope. That is, stability can aim at

direction of a knife part by making the bend peculiarity of a tube agree to the curved shape of

an endoscope, and direction of a treatment implement erection device.

[0011]The bend peculiarity work of the tube tip by this medical practitioner could not be

performed by having been stabilized each time here, therefore there was a problem that the

directivity of the knife part to an endoscope was not stabilized.

[0012]The strengthening means in the instrument indicated by JP,6-53125,B formed in the

lumen of a tube, Since a tube overall length is covered and it is firmly reinforced when JP,5-

7597,A and an endoscope high frequency incision instrument like JP,5-68685,A are made to

suit, it is thought that the problem of the operation nature by bending of the tube overall length

of the above-mentioned endoscope high frequency incision Instrument and insertion nature is

solved for how many minutes.

[0013]Since the direction at which a tube turns agrees to the curved shape of an endoscope,

and direction of a treatment implement erection device by the tube bend direction regulation by

the reinforced component in the instrument of JP,6-53125,B, it is thought that the problem of

the directivity of a knife part is solved.

[0014]However, in the instrument of JP,6-53125,B. Since the reinforced component is provided

also in the lumen of the knife part at the tip of a tube, when incurvating a tube tip part to an arc

shape, a reinforced component serves as resistance (resistance which bars bending) of

bending, and the problem of the operation nature that a tube tip part cannot be curved easily is
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not solved after all.

[0015]Since the tube tip part Is hard, when inserting a tube tip into a bile duct from mammary

papilla, it is easy to do damage near a papillary area and to a bile duct wall, the danger of

producing punching and serious complication, such as bleeding, becomes high, and a problem

comes out at safety.

[0016]this invention was made in view of the point mentioned above, and cancels the problem

of a Prior art, its operation nature is good, and can improve a channel or insertion nature in the

living body, and it aims at providing the high frequency incision device for endoscopes

excellent in the safety which does not inflict damage on a living body.

[0017]Other purposes of this invention are to provide the high frequency incision device for

endoscopes with the directivity of the stable knife part to an endoscope. Other purposes of this

invention have the technique In providing the easy high frequency incision device for

endoscopes.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

MEANS

[Means for Solving the ProblemJTwo or more lumens installed towards an axial center direction

in a sheath body of an electric insulation sheath which can insert in inside of a treatment tool

insertion channel of an endoscope are formed, While a reinforcement lumen which provided a

reinforcing member for reinforcing said sheath body by a conductive wire lumen and other at

least one lumen in which a conductive wire is inserted by one lumen is formed, respectively,

Said conductive wire is drawn from a wire derivation port formed in a peripheral face near the

tip part of said sheath body by outer side of said sheath body, In a high frequency incision

device for endoscopes with which a knife part for high frequency incision is formed, said

reinforcing member was provided in the range of from [ near the base end of said sheath

body ] up to near [ said ] the wire derivation port by the side of a base end by an exposed part

of an outer side of said sheath body in said conductive wire.

[001 9]By the above-mentioned composition, bending of a sheath at the time of an operation is

prevented, and good operation nature can be secured because a sheath becomes hard. Good

insertion nature can be secured without a sheath bending too much also at the time of

insertion to a thin channel of a lumen or an endoscope, and pushing. Since a knife portion of a

sheath is soft, a sheath tip can be curved easily and better operation nature can be secured.

Since a sheath tip part is also soft, damage cannot be inflicted on a living body but this device

can be used safely.

[0020]Two or more lumens installed towards an axial center direction in a sheath body of an

electric insulation sheath which can insert in inside of a treatment tool insertion channel of an

endoscope are formed, While a reinforcement lumen which provided a reinforcing member for

reinforcing said sheath body by a conductive wire lumen and other at least one lumen in which

a conductive wire is inserted by one lumen is formed, respectively, Said conductive wire is

drawn from a wire derivation port formed in a peripheral face near the tip part of said sheath

body by outer side of said sheath body, In a high frequency incision device for endoscopes
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with which a knife part for high frequency incision is formed of an exposed part of an outer side

of said sheath body in said conductive wire, While providing said reinforcing member in the

range of from [ near the base end of said sheath body
] up to near [ said ] the wire derivation

port by the side of a base end, When a sheath of a portion which provided said reinforcing

member is bent, it passes along a medial axis of said sheath rather than flexing resistance

along the 1st flat surface that connects a medial axis of said sheath to said knife part, and is

formed, To a medial axis of said sheath, said reinforcing member was biased and was

provided so that a direction of flexing resistance along the 2nd flat surface that turned to said

1st flat surface perpendicularly might become large.

[0021 ]The above-mentioned good operation nature, insertion nature, and safety can not only

be securable, but by the above-mentioned composition, since a bending direction of a knife

base end sheath makes it regulate by a reinforcing member, the directivity of a stable knife

over an endoscope is realizable.

[0022]

[Embodiment of the lnvention]Hereafter, a 1st embodiment of this invention is described with

reference to drawing 1 - drawing 8 . Drawing 1 shows the appearance of the whole high

frequency incision device for endoscopes (what is called EST) which cuts open the body

tissue, especially duodenal-papilla sphincter muscle in the abdominal cavity using the high

frequency current, Drawing 2 shows the structure by the side of the tip of a sheath with a

sectional view, and drawin^^^^^^^^ and shows the A-A line section of drawin£^^2 and the

D-D line section of drawing^^^^^ Drawing 4 shows the structure by the side of the tip of a sheath

in the C-C line section of drawing 3 (A), drawing 5 expands and shows the section structure

and the E section by the side of the hand of a sheath, and drawing 6 thru/or drawing 8 show

the explanatory view of the operation through which it passes and which is endoscopically cut

open. Drawing 2 shows the tip side of the sheath in the vertical section of the B-B line of

drawing 3 (A). Drayying 8 shows the actual endoscope image in drawing 6.

[0023]As shown in drawing^l^ a high frequency incision device for endoscopes of a 1st

embodiment of this invention. (It is only hereafter described also as an incision device) The

insert portion 13 of the narrow diameter which has the flexibility inserted in a patient's inside of

the body through the treatment tool insertion channel in which the endoscope 12 (refer to

drawing 6 , drawing 7 , and drawing 20) does not illustrate 11 , It is allocated in the base end

side of this insert portion 13, and comprises the final controlling element 14 by the side of a

hand for a way person to operate this incision device 1 1 outside a patient's body.

[0024]The insert portion 13 of this incision device 11 comprises the sheath 15 formed by the

member which has insulation electrically as shown in drawing 2 . The main part (getting it

blocked sheath body) 15a of this electrical insulation sheath 15, It has insulation electrically,

and it is formed by products made of fluororesin, such as the resin which has thermoplasticity.
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for example, PTFE, and FEP, and is formed in tliis embodiment by tine flexible porous tube

wfiich has three lumens (lumen).

[0025]Namely, the wire lumen 17a which inserts in the conductive wire 16 which has

conductivity, such as a metal wire, in the sheath body 15a as shown in drawi^^^^^^^ and (B),

The multiple-purpose lumen 17b which has sufficient inside diameter which does not have

offense in the insertion of a guidewire and/or pouring of a fluid (especially contrast medium)

which are not illustrated (convenient), Three lumens with the reinforcement lumen 17c which

inserts in the reinforcement wire 18 for reinforcing the sheath body 15a are provided, and it is

installed towards the axial center direction (getting it blocked longitudinal direction of the

sheath body 15a), respectively.

[0026]ln the wire lumen 17a in the sheath body 15a, as shown in drawmg 2 the conductive

wire 16 is inserted in here, A guidewire is inserted in in the multiple-purpose lumen 17b, or the

liquid-sending way where a fluid is poured in is formed, and the opening of the tip of the

multiple-purpose lumen 17b is carried out.

[0027]moreover ~ the inside of the reinforcement lumen 17c ~ reinforcing members, such as

metal, and the sheath tip part 15d which the reinforcement wire 18 made from stainless steel

with large hardness more specifically shows to drawmg^^^^ a sheath base end (refer to

drawing 5 (C)) also with a narrow diameter ~ it is being immediately inserted in and fixed to the

end face.

[0028]Although the knife part 20 does not appear in drawing 4, In order to make intelligible

relative physical relationship in the axial center direction of the position by the side of the tip of

the reinforcement wire 18, and the knife part 20, the two-dot chain line showed the knife part

20 (the two-dot chain line shows the knife part 20 in the same meaning also at other drawing

1 1 ,
drawing 15, and drawing 16).

[0029]Also with a narrow diameter, since that hardness is large, this reinforcing member and

the reinforcement wire 18 of the product made from stainless steel more specifically can fully

adjust the degree (it is described also as pliability or softness) of the ease of bending of the

sheath body 15a with the reinforcement wire 18 of an outer diameter small enough. For this

reason, the cross-section area of the reinforcement lumen 17c in the section of the sheath

body 1 5a and the reinforcement wire 18 has a merit by which it can be managed even if small

enough.

[0030]The reinforcement wire 18 made from this stainless steel also has a function of

radiopacity, and can also perform the check of the position of the sheath body 15a (strictly

reinforcement wire 18) under X-ray irradiation.

[0031 ]The reinforcement lumen 17c was formed in the sheath body 15a in this way, the

reinforcement wire 18 was inserted in, and that whose sheath body 15a is too (or it bends too

much) soft is reinforced with this embodiment so that it may become moderate softness.
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[0032]And in the case of a sheath which is easily buckled by this reinforcement when inserting

in in the treatment tool insertion channel of the endoscope 12, and the thin abdominal cavity, It

also receives, It is made the sheath 15 which lessens the excessive ease of bending more and

has moderate pliability. Also when inserting in the thin treatment tool insertion channel or living

body of the endoscope 12, it has been the feature to have secured the insertion nature which

can be inserted in easily without fully telling the pushing operation of the hand of the sheath

body 15a to the sheath tip part 15d, and buckling the sheath 15.

[0033]The sheath tip part 15d is curving operation (it has the feature that it can operate.)

easily, when the damage to the living body at the time of a sheath being soft and inserting in

the living body incurvates the sheath tip part 15d and makes the knife part 20 form with ** by

prevention, since it is not reinforced.

[0034]The two wire derivation ports 19a and 19b whose insertion of the wire lumen 17a is

enabled are formed in the peripheral face of the tip part 16d of the sheath body 15a, i.e., a

sheath tip part. These wire derivation ports 19a and 19b are established in two positions along

the shaft orientations of the sheath body 15a approximately.

[0035]And the tip side of the conductive wire 16 inserted in in the wire lumen 17a of the sheath

body 15a, It Is drawn from the two wire derivation ports 19a and 19b established in the sheath

tip part 15d by the outer side of the sheath body 15a, and the knife part 20 for high frequency

Incision is formed of the wire exposed part 16a exposed to the outer side of this sheath body

15a. In this specification, as shown in drawing 2, from the apical surface of the sheath 15 to

the back end of the knife part 20 is called the sheath tip part 15d.

[0036]Here, the conductive wires 16 are metal and a flexible wire of the product made from

stainless steel more specifically. The tip part of this conductive wire 16 on metal and a twist

concrete target. It is inserted in the lumen of the product made from stainless steel, metal,

sliver, platina **, and the radlopacity pipe 21 made from tungsten (what was made into pipe

shape by the radiopaclty member), It is being fixed by an adhesive agent (specifically

soldering, brazing, adhesion), welding (especially laser welding, plasma arc welding), or other

means.

[0037]The outside diameter size of the radiopaclty pipe 21 is set up become large slightly

rather than the Inner diameter dimension of the wire lumen 17a of the sheath body 15a. And

this radlopacity pipe 21 is being further fixed by press fit, adhesion, or other means in the wire

lumen 17a by the side of a tip rather than the front wire derivation port 19a.

[0038]lt Is made easy to Insert by forming in the uppermost tip part of the sheath body 15a the

thin diameter section 15b which has the outside diameter size D2 smaller than the outside

diameter size D1 of the pars intermedia of the sheath body 15a.

[0039]As shown in drayying 1 , the marking part 22 to which two or more marking was

performed is formed in the peripheral face near the tip part of the sheath body 15a along the
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axial center direction of the sheatli body 15a, and it can be made to perform grasp of tlie

length of an outline by this marking part 22,

[0040]Next, the final controlling element 14 of the incision device 11 is explained. As shown in

drawing 1 and dravying^ S^ the abbreviated Y character-like connecting member 23 is

formed in this final controlling element 14. The common connecting part 23a is formed in the

tip part side of this connecting member 23, and, as for the rear end part side, the branch

connection parts 23b and 23c which branched to two are formed. And the base end side of the

insert portion 13 is inserted and connected in the lumen of the common connecting part 23a.

[0041 ]The operating section body 24 is being fixed to the back end of one branch connection

part 23b of the connecting member.23. The slider 25 slides to the longitudinal direction of this

operating section body 24, and this operating section body 24 Is equipped with it movable. The

base end of the conductive wire 16 is being fixed to this slider 25 via the conductive operation

pipe 26 (refer to drawing 5 (B)) and the conductive plug 27.

[0042]lt is connected to an RF generator device via the electrical cable which is not illustrated,

and by turning on a foot switch etc., the high frequency current can flow into the conductive

wire 16 from an RF generator device, and this plug 27 can cut a body tissue open by the knife

part 20.

[0043]The operation pipe lumen 28 with the operation pipe 26 movable forward and backward

opened for free passage by the wire lumen 17a of the sheath body 15a as shown in drawing 5

(B) at the connecting member 23, The branching multiple-purpose lumen 29 which is open for

free passage in the multiple-purpose lumen 17b of the sheath body 15a as shown in drawing 5

(A) is formed. The wall around the multiple-purpose lumen 17b cuts and lacks near the back

end of the sheath body 15a, and is opening it for free passage with the outside branching

multiple-purpose lumen 29.

[0044]Here, the operation pipe lumen 28 is formed in one branch connection part 23b side of

the connecting member 23, and the branching multiple-purpose lumen 29 is formed in the

branch connection part 23c side of another side of the connecting member 23. Since the glass

syringe which pours in a contrast medium etc. is fixed enabling free attachment and

detachment, the female-lures cap 30 is formed in the end piece of the branching multiple-

purpose lumen 29. It is also possible to insert a guidewire in this female-lures cap 30, and it is

used also when insertion of a guidewire performs insertion to a target part easily.

[0045]Drawing 5 (C) shows the section which passes along the reinforcement lumen 17c in the

E section of drawing 5 (A), the sheath tip part 15d shown in drawing 4 from the sheath base

end 15c of the back end of the sheath body 15a shown in this drawing 5 (C) by this

embodiment ~ the reinforcement wire 18 is immediately inserted in in the reinforcement lumen

17c to the base end.

[0046]Next, it passes through an operation of the high frequency incision device 1 1 for
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endoscopes of the above-mentioned composition, it is endoscopically inserted into the

abdominal cavity, and it explains by the case where the high frequency current cuts open a

lumen part exit like a body tissue, especially a duodenal-papilla part.

[0047]Fjrst, in the state where the hjgh frequency incision device 1 1 for endoscopes is not

used, the slider 25 of the final controlling element 14 is held in the position In readiness moved

to the front end side to the operating section body 24. At this time, the tip part of the sheath

body 15a Is held, after approximately linear shape has developed.

[0048]ln this state, from the tip of the sheath body 15a to the range of about 15 cm, it bends to

an approximate circle arc and a peculiarity is attached so that the knife part 20 may turn to the

inside.

[0049]ln this state, as shown in drawing 6, the insert portion 13 of the incision device 1 1 is

inserted in the treatment tool insertion channel which was beforehand provided in the

endoscope Inserting part 31 of the endoscope 12 Inserted into the duodenum 41 and which is

not Illustrated, The insert portion 13 of the incision device 11 is made to project to an outer side

from the tip opening of the treatment tool Insertion channel provided in the tip part 32 of the

endoscope Inserting part 31

.

[0050]ln this case, by an approximate circle arc's bending to the sheath tip part 15d, and

attaching a peculiarity to It, As direction into this bend peculiarity agrees and It is shown in

drawing 8 to the curved shape of the tip part 32 of the endoscope inserting part 31 , and

direction of the treatment implement erection device 32a, direction of the knife part 20 can

project toward the direction (above [ in space ]) which it will be at 12:00 within the view of an

endoscope.

[0051 ]ln this case, since it is made hard to bend rather than the case where have formed the

reinforcement wire 18 in those shaft orientations at the sheath body 15a, and the

reinforcement wire 18 is not formed. The sheath body 15a can be inserted in easy and a short

time, without pushing of the hand of sheath body a sheath tip-part 15d Stroking, fully being told

at the time of insertion, and buckling the sheath body 15a, even when an inside diameter is a

small treatment tool insertion channel.

[0052]Then, the tip part of the insert portion 13 of the incision device 11 is inserted into the bile

duct 43 from the mammary papilla 42 by the curving operation of the bend 33 of the

endoscope inserting part 31 ,
operation of the

********
top device 32a formed in the tip opening

of the tip part 32 on **, or aggressiveness length operation of the insert portion 13 whole of the

incision device 11.

[0053]Also in this case, the sheath body 15a located in a treatment tool insertion channel,

Bending of the sheath portion which has come out of the treatment tool insertion channel of the

endoscope 12 decreases, and pushing of the hand of the sheath body 15a is fully told to the

sheath tip part 15d, and it can insert easily also into mammary papilla with a small inside
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diameter, without buckling tlie slieath body 15a.

[0054]Since the sheath tip part 15d is not reinforced, Its sheath Is soft, and there are few

dangers of being accompanied by punching and the complication of bleeding, without doing

damage near mammary papilla and to bile duct 43 wall.

[0055]Then, the glass syringe which is not illustrated if needed to the female-lures cap 30 by

the side of the branch connection part 23c of the connecting member 23 is attached. And the

contrast medium poured in from this glass syringe is sent in the bile duct 43 through the

branching multiple-purpose lumen 29 and the multiple-purpose lumen 17b of the sheath body

15a, and imaging in the bile duct 43 is performed.

[0056]Next, the marking part 22 of the peripheral face of the tip part of the sheath body 15a is

followed as a rule of thumb, and the immersion depth to the mammary papilla 42 of the sheath

body 15a is adjusted. Also in this case, since pushing of the hand of the sheath body 15a is

fully told to the sheath tip part 15d, it can insert easily.

[0057]Next, the slider 25 of the final controlling element 14 is moved to the back end side to

the operating section body 24. Since it is operated so that the conductive wire 16 may be

pulled with operation of this slider 25 at the hand side, The wire exposed part 16a which

curved to the approximate circle arc as the tip part of the sheath body 15a showed drawing 6,

and was exposed to the outer side of the sheath body 15a as a result is restricted to the arc of

a bow, and the knife part 20 is formed.

[0058]ln this case, since it is not reinforced with the reinforcement wire 18, the sheath tip part

15d (wire exposed part 16a) has a soft sheath, when the tip part of the sheath body 15a

curves, can curve easily and can realize good operation nature.

[0059]lf the slider 25 of the final controlling element 14 is moved to the tip side to the operating

section body 24 as an option, as shown in drawing 7, the conductive wire 16 will be pushed

and the circular knife part 20 will be formed.

[0060]the arc of a bow ~ or the high frequency current is circularly energized to the knife part

20 after forming the knife part 20, and sphincter muscles of teat are cut open to above [ of the

space in drawing 8 ] (the 12:00 direction within the view of the endoscope 12). If incision is

completed, the slider 25 will be returned to the original position and the incision device 1 1 will

be drawn out from the treatment tool insertion channel of the endoscope 12.

[0061]The effect of this embodiment is as follows. Since according to this embodiment the

pliability of the sheath body 15a is reinforced with the reinforcement wire 18 and pliability is

making it less moderate pliability, At the time of insertion into the treatment tool insertion

channel of the endoscope 12, and a thin lumen, pushing of the hand of the sheath body 15a is

fully told to the sheath tip part 15d, and improvement in insertion nature can be realized.

[0062]moreover ~ according to this embodiment ~ the reinforcement wire 18 -- a sheath base

end to the sheath tip part 15d ~ It being reinforced and immediately, to near the wire derivation
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port by the side of a base end, When the sheath tip part 15d is not reinforced, but the damage

to the living body at the time of inserting in the living body can be prevented since the sheath is

softer than a reinforcing part, and curving the sheath tip part 15d, it can curve easily and good

operation nature can be realized.

[0063]Since it can form only by putting in a stainless wire in the reinforcement lumen 17c, an

assembly can be done simply and it can manufacture cheaply. The localization of the sheath

body 15a under X-ray irradiation can also be performed by considering it as the member of

radiopacity, such as a stainless wire, as this reinforcement wire 18.

[0064]Since according to this embodiment the pliability of the sheath body 15a is reinforced

with the reinforcement wire 18 and pliability is made to less moderate pliability, buckling can be

effectively prevented from fully occurring in the case of insertion also to the case of the sheath

body of a narrow diameter. For this reason, it becomes possible to insert in in a treatment tool

insertion channel etc. and to take incision measures also in the case of the sheath body made

more into the narrow diameter, without buckling. In this case, it can be used with the

endoscope 12 of the treatment tool insertion channel of a smaller inside diameter, and what

has a small outer diameter of the endoscope inserting part 31 can be used (since the thing of a

narrow diameter can be used as the endoscope inserting part 31). The pain given to the

patient in the case of insertion can be reduced, and the range (use part) which can carry out

insertion use can be expanded.

[0065](A 2nd embodiment) A 2nd embodiment of this invention is described with reference to

drawing 9 - drawing 12 below. Drawing 9 shows the structure by the side of the tip of a sheath

with a sectional view, and drawing 10 (A) and (B) expands and shows the A'-A' line section of

drawing 9, and the D'-D' line section of drawing 11 ,
Drawing 11 shows the structure by the side

of the tip of a sheath by H-H and l-l
******

of drawing^^l^^^^^^ and drawing 12 shows the outline

view which looked at the tip part of the incision device of this embodiment from the oblique

direction. Drawing 9 shows the tip side of the sheath in the vertical section of the F-F line of

drawing 10 (A).

[0066]The two reinforcement lumens 17c and 17d are formed in the sheath 15, and a different

place as compared with a 1st embodiment inserts in the reinforcement wires 18a and 18b

respectively into it, and is reinforced with this embodiment.

[0067]The reinforcement wires 18a and 18b are inserted to the portion immediately before the

knife part 20, as shown in drawing 1

1

from the end face of the seeds 15.

[0068]As shown in drawing 12 here, when the flat surface which made the flat surface which

connects the medial axis P of the sheath 15 to the knife part 20, and is formed Q flat surface,

and passed along said medial axis P, and turned to said Q flat surface perpendicularly is made

into R flat surface, With these two reinforcement wires 18a and 18b, when the sheath 15 of the

portion which provided the reinforcement wire is bent, arrangement of the two reinforcement
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wires 18a and 18b was biased, and is arranged rather than the flexing resistance along Q flat

surface, so that the direction of the flexing resistance along R flat surface may become large.

[0069]That is, so that it may understand from the sectional view of drawing 9 (B) which wrote

together Q flat surface and R flat surface. Rather than the flexing resistance at the time of

bending the sheath body 15a along Q flat surface used as the flat surface containing the knife

part 20 (or on Q flat surface). So that the direction of the flexing resistance at the time of

bending the sheath body 15a along R flat surface which is vertical to this Q flat surface, and

contains a medial axis (or on R flat surface) may become large, It has been the feature to have

biased the two reinforcement wires 18a and 18b so that it might become close to R flat surface

(or the distance from R flat surface becomes smaller than the distance from Q flat surface like),

and to arrange them.

[0070]Like the case of a 1st embodiment, first, from the tip of the sheath body 15a to the range

of about 15 cm, it turns at an operation of this embodiment to an approximate circle arc, and it

attaches a peculiarity so that the knife part 20 may turn to the inside. Or the work which

attaches this bend peculiarity may be omitted. Next, by operation of the slider 25 of the final

controlling element 14, by incurvating the tip part of the sheath body 15a several times to an

approximate circle arc, it bends to the sheath tip part 15d, and a peculiarity is attached.

[0071]lt inserts in the endoscope 12 like the case of a 1st embodiment, and an outer side is

made to project from the tip opening of a treatment tool insertion channel in this state. In this

case, there is no bend which met R flat surface shown in drawing^l^^^^^ the difference in the

flexing resistance of the above-mentioned sheath 15, and the sheath 15 is bent along Q flat

surface. Therefore, as the bend direction of a sheath Is regulated and it is shown in drawing 8

to the curved shape of the tip part 32 of the endoscope inserting part 31 , and direction of the

treatment implement erection device 32a, direction of the knife part 20 can send toward the

direction (above [ in space ]) which it will be at 12:00 within the view of the endoscope 12.

Therefore, the directional stability of the more exact knife part 20 is acquired rather than a 1st

embodiment.

[0072]ln addition to the effect of a 1st embodiment, the effect of this embodiment has the

following effects. The directivity of the knife part 20 always projected and stabilized in the

direction of 12:00 to the view of the endoscope 12 by arrangement of the two reinforcement

wires 18a and 18b since the bending direction of the sheath 15 was regulated is realizable.

Therefore, it has the effect that there is no complication and EST can be enforced safely.

[0073](A 3rd embodiment) A 3rd embodiment of this invention is described with reference to

drawing 13 - drawing 16 below. With a sectional view, drawing 13 is shown and the structure

by the side of the tip of a sheath Drawing 14 (A), (B), (C) expands and shows A"-A" line

section of drawing 13, D"-D" line section of drawing 15, and the G-G line section of drawing 16,

drawing 15 shows the structure by the side of the tip of a sheath in the H'-H' line section of
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drawing 14 (A), and dravying
1^^^^^^^

the structure by the side of the tip of a sheath in the I'-l'

line section of drawing 14. Drawing 13 shows the tip side of the sheath in the F'-F' line vertical

section of drawing 14 (A).

[0074]The two reinforcement lumens 17c and 17d are formed in the sheath 15, and a different

place as compared with a 2nd embodiment Inserts in and reinforces with this embodiment the

reinforcement wires 18a and 18b in which length differs respectively in it.

[0075]The reinforcement wire 18a is inserted in from the apical surface of the sheath 15 to the

position of the length of LI , as shown in drawing 15 from the end face of the sheath 15. The

reinforcement wire 18b is inserted in from the apical surface of the sheath 15 to the position of

the length of L2, as shown In drawing 16 from the end face of the sheath 15. The length of LI

and L2 differs here.

[0076]The operation of this embodiment is almost the same as a 2nd embodiment. This

embodiment has the following effects. Since the length which has inserted in and inserted in

the two reinforcement wires 18a and 18b differs, it is effective in the hardness of the sheath 15

being gradually changeable. To the case where it more specifically inserts in in the treatment

tool insertion channel of an endoscope etc., the back side is buckled easilier than the tip side

of the sheath 15.

[0077]For this reason, the back end side of the sheath 15 buckled easiliest is set as the

softness or pliability which is not buckled with the two reinforcement wires 18a and 18b and

which gave hardness a little (as opposed to the axial center direction of the sheath 15), And

since a front side is made into the softness or pliability of a grade which is not buckled with the

one reinforcement wire 18a from this portion and the sheath tip part 15d cannot be buckled

further most easily, Without reinforcing, it can be set as softness or pliability soft enough so

that the knife part 20 can be set up easily.

[0078]lf the sheath portion near [ the / projecting ] an exit is too soft when the sheath tip side is

made to project from the treatment tool insertion channel of an endoscope, and the projecting

portion becomes the back side from the sheath tip part 15d, will bend from the portion at the

time of pushing of the hand of the sheath 15, but. Since it has reinforced with the one

reinforcement wire 18a to the position before the sheath tip part 15d, it is cancelable that such

a situation occurs.

[0079](A 4th embodiment) A 4th embodiment of this invention is described with reference to

drawing 17 - drawing 20 below. Drawing 17 shows the high frequency incision device for

endoscopes of a 4th embodiment, and drawmg 18 s quarry basket forceps, Drawing 19

shows the composition by the side of the tip of the sheath in the state where quarry basket

forceps were stored in the multiple-purpose lumen, and drawing 20 shows the example of use

which deals with recovery of a calculus using quarry basket forceps.

[00801High frequency incision device 1 1' for endoscopes of this embodiment to the 1st - the
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high frequency incision device 1 1 for endoscopes of a 3rd embodiment. The quarry basket

forceps 51 which add the function of the treatment implement for grasping with which it deals

so that a calculus in the living body may be grasped and it may be excreted out of a living

body, therefore are shown in drawing 18 at the 1st - the high frequency incision device 1 1 for

endoscopes of a 3rd embodiment are combined.

[0081 ]As shown in drawing 18 , to the quarry basket forceps 51 . The basket wire 53 in which

the extension habit extended to basket shape with two or more wires was given at the tip of the

operation wire 52 governs the tip of each basket wire 53 to one with the end chip 54, The

basket part 50 as the calculus grasping part which stores and grasps a calculus inside, or a

quarry part is formed. The back end of this operation wire 52 is fixed to the operation pipe 55,

the operation knob 56 is further fixed to a hand side edge part, and this operation pipe 55 is

formed in [ a final controlling element ] one.

[0082]The basket part 50 of these quarry basket forceps 51 can be inserted from the female-

lures cap 30 into the multiple-purpose lumen 17b provided in the sheath body 15a which

constitutes incision device 11', By performing forward operation which moves the operation

knob 56 ahead, as shown in drawing 17 via the operation wire 52, the basket part 50 can be

set as the state of projecting, from the opening (getting it blocked tip opening of the multiple-

purpose lumen 17b) at the tip of a sheath of this incision device 11'.

[0083]By performing retreat operation which grasps the operation knob 56 in the state of

drawing 17, and moves back, as shown in drawing 19 via the operation wire 52, the extension

habit which the basket part 50 extends can be resisted, this basket part 50 can be made to be

closed, and it can also draw in the multiple-purpose lumen 17b.

[0084]Next, an operation is explained. When the calculus 44 is made in the bile duct 43 as

shown in drawing 20 for example, EST is first performed by incision device 11' (carrying out

like drawing 6 with the jam 1st - the incision device 11 of a 3rd embodiment) in the state where

the quarry basket forceps 51 are not combined.

[0085]After that, the quarry basket forceps 51 are inserted in from the tip side in the multiple-

purpose lumen 17b of this incision device 11', operation of advancing the operation wire 52 is

performed, and the basket part 50 side is made to project from the tip opening of the multiple-

purpose lumen 17b. Since the basket part 50 which projects from a tip opening is formed with

the basket wire 53 in which the habit extended, respectively is given, it is extended in the

shape of a basket. Therefore, as shown in drawing 20 , the calculus 44 is stored in this

extended basket part 50, operation of retreating the operation wire 52 further is performed, and

it grasps so that the calculus 44 stored in the basket part 50 may not escape.

[0086]Then, move the sheath 15 to the back side and the tip side (the tip part and the basket

part 50 of the sheath 15) of the sheath 15 is moved into the duodenum 41 from the inside of

the bile duct 43, The calculus 44 stored to the basket part 50 is taken out from the basket part
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50 in the duodenum 41 of the circumference, and it is made to be excreted automatically.

[0087]This embodiment has the following effects. Since one treatment implement can perform

from endoscopic papillotomy treatnient to recovery of the calculus 44, the technique is made to

simplification and a short time, and the pain given to a patient is also more mitigable. Others

have the 1st - the same effect as a 3rd embodiment.

[0088](A 5th embodiment) A 5th embodiment of this invention is described with reference to

drawing 21 and drawing 22 below. I3rawing 21 shows the high frequency incision device for

endoscopes of a 5th embodiment, drawing 22 (A) shows the wire part of quarry basket

forceps, and drawing 22 (B) shows the final controlling element of quarry basket forceps.

[0089]High frequency incision device 1 1" for endoscopes of this embodiment shown in drawing

21 provides the function to collect calculi like a 4th embodiment to the 1st - the high frequency

incision device 1 1 for endoscopes of a 3rd embodiment, A different place from a 4th

embodiment is the composition which the wire part 57 and the final controlling element 58 can

detach and attach freely, as this quarry basket forceps 51' is shown in drawing 22 (A) and (B)

(the quarry basket forceps 51 of a 4th embodiment are the composition which the wire part and

the final controlling element unified).

[0090]The wire part 57 attaches the back end of two or more basket wires 53 at the tip of the

operation wire 52, governs each tip to one with the end chip 54, and forms the basket part 50.

The slider holding part 59 is formed in the operation pipe 55 and also its back end at the back

end of the operation wire 52.

[0091 ]The male lure cap 58c is further formed at the tip of the operating section body 58a with

the slider 58b which can slide the final controlling element 58 to this with the operating section

body 58a.

[0092]Can fix to the slider 58b of the final controlling element 58, and the slider holding part 59

of the back end of the wire part 57 enables immobilization of the male lure cap 58c at the tip of

the operating section body 58a in the female-lures cap 30 of high frequency incision device 11"

for endoscopes. The final controlling element 58 is grasped single hand, and it can be made to

perform operation of recovery of a calculus with advance and the retreat function of the slider

58b easily.

[0093]The operation of this embodiment is almost the same as a 4th embodiment. The effect

of this embodiment is as follows. To having to operate it with both hands, by this embodiment,

since operation single hand Is possible for a 4th embodiment, it can measure facilitating of the

technique. Others have the 1st - the same effect as a 3rd embodiment.

[0094](A 6th embodiment) A 6th embodiment of this invention is described with reference to

drawing 23 (A) below. Drawing 23 (A) shows the sheath tip side of the high frequency incision

device for endoscopes of a 6th embodiment. Unlike the calculus grasping part according [ this

embodiment ] to the basket part 50 of a 4th and 5th embodiment, the calculus grasping part is
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formed of the snare loop 60.

[0095]One pair of wires 61 which have the elasticity which adhered both ends mutually so that

this snare loop 60 might become loop shape at the tip of the operation wire 52, Or a calculus

can be grasped by being formed using the wire 61 of the loop shape which has one elasticity,

putting in a calculus in this snare loop 60, storing the end face side of the snare loop 60 in the

multiple-purpose lumen 17b, and narrowing down a loop.

[0096]By making the snare loop 60 project ahead from the tip opening of the multiple-purpose

lumen 17b to emit the grasped calculus within the duodenum, a loop can be extended and it

can emit easily.

r00971Drawing 23 (B) shows the sheath tip side in the modification of a 6th embodiment. In this

modification, the calculus grasping part which grasps a calculus formed the nail at the tip, for

example, is formed in it by the 3 nail 62. This 3 nail 62 bends a tip inside, and the back end of

the three wires 63 which have the elasticity extended mutually is stuck and formed in the tip

part of the operation wire 52 with soldering, soldering, etc.

[G098]By adjusting the projection amount from the multiple-purpose lumen 17b, the amount of

extension can be adjusted, a calculus can grasp and grasp, and this 3 nail 62 can also open a

calculus (discharge). When reinforcing the sheath body 15a with a reinforcing member, a long

groove may be formed in the longitudinal direction of the sheath body 15a, for example, and it

may be made the structure of stored and reinforcing the reinforcement wire 18 in the long

groove. In this case, it can perform easily adjusting not performing reinforcement by the sheath

tip part 15d, for example etc.

[0099]Without forming the reinforcement lumen 17c etc. which insert in a reinforcing member,

the reinforcement wire 18 is inserted in in the multiple-purpose lumen 17b, and it may be made

to reinforce the sheath 15. In this case, the reinforcement wire 18 may be coated if needed.

Sectional shape of the multiple-purpose lumen 17b may be made into shape which is different

in it being circular.

[0100]When the one reinforcement wire 18 is formed like a 1st embodiment. It is not circular

and make sectional shape of this reinforcement wire 18 into flat sections, such as plate shape,

and that flat direction is arranged so that it may become vertical to the flat surface (it is

hereafter described as the 1st flat surface) to which the medial axis of the sheath 15 is

connected including the knife part 20, It is made to make incision treatment by the knife part 20

easy to perform, as it is hard to bend, and is easy to bend in the direction vertical to the 1st flat

surface and becomes it along this 1st flat surface. In this case, it can be made further easy for

the function of the flat shape of the reinforcement wire 18 to become large relatively, and to

turn at along the 1st flat surface, if the conductive wire 16 is formed by the conductive member

at which it is easier to turn than the reinforcement wire 18.

[0101]Are substantially reinforced from near the sheath base end to the base end rather than
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the wire derivation port by tlie reinforcing member, and ratlier tlian a wire derivation port, if the

hardness of the sheath by the side of a tip is a thing of the level by which the damage to

operation nature or a living body is not hindered, What the reinforcing member provided from

near a sheath base end to the sheath tip part belongs to this invention. As this example, what

extended the reinforcing member of the construction material softer than the end face of a wire

derivation port to the sheath tip side, for example, the thing which made that cross-section

area small and extended further the reinforcing member which extended to near a wire

derivation port from the wire derivation port to the tip side, etc. correspond. The embodiment

etc. which combined each above-mentioned embodiment selectively and formed them belong

to this invention.

[0102][Additional remark]

1. Two or more lumens installed towards the axial center direction in the sheath body of the

electric insulation sheath which can insert in the inside of the treatment tool insertion channel

of an endoscope are formed, The reinforcement lumen which provided the reinforcing member

for reinforcing said sheath body by the conductive wire lumen and other at least one lumen in

which a conductive wire Is inserted by one lumen is formed, respectively, and. Said conductive

wire is drawn from the wire derivation port formed in the peripheral face near the tip part of

said sheath body by the outer side of said sheath body, In the high frequency incision device

for endoscopes with which the knife part for high frequency incision is formed of the exposed

part of the outer side of said main part In said conductive wire, A high frequency incision

device for endoscopes providing said reinforcing member in the range of from [ near the base

end of said sheath body ] up to near [ said ] the wire derivation port by the side of a base end.

[0103]2. Two or more lumens installed towards the axial center direction in the sheath body of

the electric insulation sheath which can insert in the inside of the treatment tool insertion

channel of an endoscope are formed, The reinforcement lumen which provided the reinforcing

member for reinforcing said sheath body by the conductive wire lumen and other at least one

lumen in which a conductive wire is inserted by one lumen is formed, respectively, and. Said

conductive wire is drawn from the wire derivation port formed In the peripheral face near the tip

part of said sheath body by the outer side of said sheath body, In the high frequency incision

device for endoscopes with which the knife part for high frequency incision is formed of the

exposed part of the outer side of said main part in said conductive wire, Provide said

reinforcing member in the range of from [ near the base end of said sheath body
]
up to near

[ said ] the wire derivation port by the side of a base end, and. When the sheath of the portion

which provided said reinforcing member Is bent, rather than the flexing resistance along the 1st

flat surface that connects the medial axis of said sheath to said knife part, and is formed. A

high frequency incision device for endoscopes having biased said reinforcing member and

providing It to the medial axis of said sheath so that it may be in the medial axis of said sheath
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and the direction of the flexing resistance along the 2nd flat surface that turned to said 1st flat

surface perpendicularly may become large.

[0104]3. Two or more lumens installed towards the axial center direction in the sheath body of

the electric insulation sheath which can insert in the inside of the treatment tool insertion

channel of an endoscope are formed, While the reinforcement lumen which provided the

reinforcing member for reinforcing said sheath body by the conductive wire lumen and other at

least one lumen in which a conductive wire is inserted by one lumen is formed, respectively,

Said conductive wire is drawn from the wire derivation port formed in the peripheral face near

the tip part of said sheath body by the outer side of said sheath body. In the high frequency

incision device for endoscopes with which the knife part for high frequency incision is formed of

the exposed part of the outer side of said sheath body in said conductive wire, A high

frequency incision device for endoscopes which provides [ to / from / near the base end of said

sheath body / near the sheath tip part ] said reinforcing member, and is substantially

characterized by reinforcing the range from [ near the sheath base end ] to the wire derivation

port by the side of said base end.

[0105]4. High frequency incision device for endoscopes of additional remark 1 statement,

wherein said reinforcing member is respectively provided in two or more lumens and tip

position of at least one reinforcing member of them differs from tip position of other reinforcing

members.

5. High frequency incision device for endoscopes of additional remark 1 or additional remark 2

statement, wherein said reinforcing member is metal wire.

[01 06]6. From the tip opening of said multiple-purpose lumen, by the forward operation of an

operation wire, project and by and retreat operation. A high frequency incision device for

endoscopes of additional remark 1 thru/or additional remark 3 statement having the treatment

implement for grasping which provided the gripping member drawn and stored from the tip

opening of said multiple-purpose lumen, and being able to use it combining said treatment

implement for grasping.

[0107](Background relevant to the additional remarks 6-8) A treatment implement for

endoscopes like JP,3-5461 5,A is known. Usually, after performing an endoscopic

duodenotomy using the high frequency incision instrument of the publication number like the

point, when carrying out the crushed stone of the stone in a common bile duct, use such an

endoscope treatment implement, but. The insertion to a common bile duct from the duodenal

papilla of a high frequency incision instrument and this treatment implement for endoscopes

was dramatically difficult, and the technique which takes such a treatment implement in and

out was dramatically complicated. For this reason, there is technique in providing the easy high

frequency incision device for endoscopes.

[0108]7. Wire part to which said treatment implement for grasping has gripping member in
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operation wire tip, A liigli frequency incision device for endoscopes of tlie additional remarl< 4

statement comprising a final controlling element, and said final controlling element's consisting

of an operating section body movable forward and backward and slider mutually, and being

removable to the base end of said multiple-purpose lumen in said operating section body, and

being able to detach and attach said slider freely to the base end of a wire part.

[0109]8. Said gripping member of said treatment implement for grasping by the forward

operation of said operation wire. A high frequency incision device for endoscopes of additional

remark 4 or additional remark 5 statement projecting from the tip opening of a multiple-purpose

lumen, and the opening habit of self performs opening motion, and resisting a self habit, being

drawn by retreat operation of said operation wire, and being stored from the tip opening of said

multiple-purpose lumen.

[0110]

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

IThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1]The outline view showing the whole high frequency incision device for endoscopes

of a 1st embodiment of this invention.

[
Drawing 2]The sectional view showing the structure by the side of the tip of a sheath.

[Drayying^^^S^^^ figure expanding and showing the A-A line section of drawing^2 and the D-D

line section of dravying 4.

[Drawing 4]The figure showing the structure by the side of the tip of a sheath in the C-C line

section of drawing 3 (A).

[Drawing 5]The figure expanding and showing the section structure and the E section by the

side of the hand of a sheath.

[Drawing 6]The explanatory view of the operation which passes and cuts sphincter muscles of

teat open endoscopically.

[Drawing 7]The explanatory view of the operation which passes by different technique from

drawing 6 , and cuts sphincter muscles of teat open on an endoscope target.

[Drawing 8]The figure showing the endoscope image at the time of observing actually in

drawing 6 .

[Drawing 9]The sectional view showing the structure by the side of the tip of the sheath in a

2nd embodiment of this invention.

[Drawing 10]The figure expanding and showing the A'-A' line section of drawing 9 , and the D'-

D' line section of drawing 11 .

[Drawing 1 UThe figure showing the structure by the side of the tip of a sheath in H-H and the I-

I line section of drawing 10 (A).

[Drawing 12]The outline view which looked at the sheath tip side from the oblique direction.

[Drawing 13]The sectional view showing the structure by the side of the tip of the sheath in a

3rd embodiment of this invention.
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IDrawina _14lA"-A" line section of drawing 13, the figure of drawi^^^^^ and sliowing

a line section and the G-G line section of drawing 16 D" - D ".

[Drawing 15]The figure showing the structure by the side of the tip of a sheath in the H'-H' line

section of dravying 14 (A).

[Drawing 16]The figure showing the structure by the side of the tip of a sheath in the I'-l' line

section of drawing 14 .

[Drawing AZJThe lineblock diagram showing the whole high frequency incision device for

endoscopes of a 4th embodiment of this invention.

[Drawing 18]The side view showing quarry basket forceps.

[Drawing 19]The sectional view showing the composition by the side of the tip of the sheath in

the state where quarry basket forceps were stored in the multiple-purpose lumen.

[Drawing 20]The explanatory view showing the example of use which deals with recovery of a

calculus using quarry basket forceps.

[Drawing 211The lineblock diagram showing the whole high frequency incision device for

endoscopes of a 5th embodiment of this invention.

[Drawing 22]The figure showing the wire part and final controlling element of quarry basket

forceps.

[Drawing 231The figure showing the composition by the side of a 6th embodiment of this

invention, and the sheath tip of the high frequency incision device for endoscopes of the

modification.

[Description of Notations]

1 1 - High frequency incision device for endoscopes

12 - Endoscope

13 -- Insert portion

14 - Final controlling element

15- Sheath

15a -- Sheath body

15b - Thin diameter section

15c -- Sheath base end

15d --Sheath tip part

16 ~ Conductive wire

17a - Wire lumen

17b - Multiple-purpose lumen

17c - Reinforcement lumen

17d -- Reinforcement lumen

18 - Reinforcement wire

19a, 19b - Wire derivation port
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20 - Knife part

21 - Radiopacity pipe

22 - Marking part

23 -- Connecting member

24 - Operating section body

25 -- Slider

26 - Operation pipe

27 -- Plug

28 -- Operation pipe lumen

29 - Branching multiple-purpose lumen

30 - Female-lures cap

41 ~ Duodenum

42 ~ Mammary papilla

43 ~ Bile duct

P ~ Medial axis

Q~Q flat surface

R-R flat surface

[Translation done.]
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